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Mirror images ... Looking
through old Eastern Progress
editions and Milestone yearbooks, the differences between the
Eastern campus of yesterday and the

Eastern we know today are obvious. It
just looks different
But if you look closely enough, the
similarities are there. Concerts still
rock Alumni Coliseum. Greek life is still

Take a look inside this special section
of The Progress to find out all about
Eastern's biggest event of the year, and
all about how Homecoming 2002 will go
down in Eastern's history.

Above, Eastern co-eds play softball for recreation in 1962.
At left, today's softball team is an annual conference
contender.
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a visible and active element of life on
campus.
But most of all, Homecoming traditions still carry on, and at least for this
year, Roy Kidd's still the football coach.

►And Ills WMHMf is...

►Nappy Roots

►Parading around

Take a look at all 32 king and
queen candidates for
Homecoming 2002. The winner
will be announced Saturday at
halftime of the football game.
Seepage IMMMCONNng X

Part of this week's
Homecoming activities
included a Tuesday night
concert in Alumni
Coliseum by Nappy
Roots. See pictures and
fan reactions, page B6

Part of traditional Homecoming
festivities include die parade
Saturday morning. Campus
organizations spend an entire
week getting ready. Take a look
at what's involved in making
the floats. See page Bl
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The 2001 Homecoming Queen was Chi Omega Tara Lewis.

THE CRCVWNG MOMENT

Court
finalists
selected
online

Hail to the king? Queen for a day?
The following 16 men were elected as the final
The following 16 women were elected as the final
candidates for Eastern's 2002 Homecoming King. They candidates for Eastern's 2002 Homecoming Queen. They
are listed below with their names, years and majors.
are listed below with their names, years and majors.

BY SARAH HEAMEY

Copydltor

Lena Beavln
Senior,
Nursing

Bryan

Sophomore,
Computer

Brian Joyce
Senior,
Political
science

Chrla
Radcllffe
Senior,
Psychology

Daniel Sutton
Senior,
Biology

David Ryan
Senior,
Aviation

Gregory
Adama
Junior,
Fire Protection
Administration

Jared
Messenger
Senior,
Marketing

Josh Hale
Senior,
Police studies

Josh Scott
Senior,
English

Kevin
Senior,
Music
education

Senior,
Apparel
merchandising

Todd
Senior,
Public relations

KyteMutcshy
Senior,
Physical
education
teaching

Richie Artkln
Sophomore,
Poles

Zach Tucker
Junior,
Broadcasting
ana electronic
media

LstghCsnstsr
Junior.
Criminal justics

Aaron Raider
Senior.
Business
management

Anthony

Senior,
Printing
management

Amy
Crumbecker
Junior,
Education

Fortnsy
Senior,
Middle grades
education

Kern Ferret)
Junior,
Public relations

Natalie Fagan
Senior,
Criminal justice

Emily Rstoor
Sophomore.
Environmental
11 ■ ■ M,, ■ 1,1-,, I, m
neann science

Klmberty
Richardson
Senior,
English wrtUng

Stephanie
Smith
Senior,
General
business

Senior,
Marketing

Slmpeon
Senior,
Apparel
design and

Senior,
Physical
education and
athletic training

Ksde McAfee
Junior.
ManagsrW
finance

Brand! MuMns
Senior,
Physical fitness
and wellness
management

Amber Jones
Junior,
Speech
oommunJcaSon
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Where te go
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Hera's the complete list on where to spend your Homecoming days, In case you're looking
for anything from a virtual reality simulator to brunches and buffets.
: Thursday, Oct. 17
; 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
; Colonel corn roast - Fresh 00m on the

cob
'•. PPweft outside comer
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Fun photo keycharns
1 UNWI Louuy

11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Departmental door decorating contest
Carnpus-wide
3 p.m.4*kWght
Student oiganizatktns — float buHoTrg
Phillips Lighting Warehouse
Friday, Oct. 18
EKU Pride — dress-down day
Cottage of Justice and Safety
golf tournament
Arlington

A record number of Eastern,
students took part in picking;
Eastern's next Homecoming
King and Queen and for the,
first time, made their choice*;
via the Internet
Jey Marks, Homecoming!
co-chair and coordinator for!
Greek affairs and student activ;
ities, said around 1,400 stu
dents voted online Oct 8. Th
Homecoming court Web sit
reported 1,615 votes total, wit
1,410 for King candidates an
1,571 for Queen candidates.
"...Back in the late 80s an
early 90s we averaged aroun
1,100 to 1300 students voting
Marks said Wednesday via <
mail
Marks said although thi
was the first year usin
Internet
voting
fe
Homecoming candidates, the"
process went smoothly.
To my knowledge we are
the first university to do all voting for both Homecoming and
student government elections
online, it is still a very new
process," Marks said.
Now that the pool has been
narrowed down to 32 queen
and king candidates, interviews must be conducted ts
determine the winning pair;.
The finalists will be perched in
convertibles
in
the
Homecoming parade oft
Saturday.
The King and Queen's
duties will not end after their
crowning at halftime during
the football game. Marks said
the pair will serve as Eastern's
representatives in Richmond's
Christmas parade. The Queen
also participates in the
Mountain Laurel Festival in
late spring, where she will
compete against other
Kentucky university and college homecoming queens
Candidates must be sponsored by a registered student
organization, pay an entry fee
s, of $35, be a full-time student and have at least a
s>^ 2.5 GPA.

Residence hall door decorating contest
Noovtv p.m.
DUI Virtual ReaHty simulator
PoweM outside comer
3 p jn. MMnsXht
Student organizations — float building
PhflNps Lighting Warehouse
Saturday, Oct. 19
8 a.m.
Heal end car lineup
Alumni Coliseum parking lot
8-9:30 a.m.
Residence hall decorating contest
10 a.m.
> 1 —■ —— —- —■ — ■■■
tt Cl/
— —
nomeooming
ott race
Lancaster Avenue
IM

10 a.m.
College of Justice and Safety ennual
AJumnf Society Awards Brunch

VV

10:05 a.m.

Parade begins
Alumni Coflseum parking lot
11 e.m.-1 p.m.
College of Arts and
Homecoming brunch buffet
Case Annex Lobby
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Sciences

11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Colonel County Fair—
The Maroon and White City
Akimni Coliseum parking lot
2p.m.
Eastern vs. Murray Stats football game
Roy Kidd Stadium
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Halftime
Crowning of Eastern's Homecoming
King and Queen
Hanger Held

■ PfoQfMsMe

■ photo
1
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The Eastern

The Z-maze and Haunted Forest
begin tomorrow night at Camp
Catapla in Richmond. The two
will feature scary scenes such as
a mad doctor's office and an abandoned burial ground. See

Progress

^-^ www.easternprogress.com

Student affairs candidates narrowed to four
BY JAMK VMSON
Co-editor

Eastern is one step closer to
naming a vice president for
student affairs, a position that
has been vacant nearly a year.
The pool of applicants, which
started at roughly 65 or more,
has been narrowed to four.
The committee appointed to
assist in the search initially narrowed the pool to eight candidates. On Wednesday, Judy
Spain, an associate professor in
the College of Business and
Technology and chair of the
search committee, met with
Eastern President Joanne
Glasser and the committee's
recommendations for finalists
were approved. The pool now
includes four finalists who will
visit campus later this semester

for on-campus interviews and to
meet the Eastern community.
The university plans to host
open forums, similar to those
held during the presidential
search, to allow students, faculty and staff the opportunity to
meet and question the four
candidates. Spain said
Wednesday the visits likely will
begin the week of Nov. 10.
The four finalists include
James F. Conneery, Ph.D., from
the University of Arkansas;
Janice M. Edwards, Ed.D.,
from Ohio University at
Athens; James E. Martin,
Ph.D., St. John's River
Community College; and
Dennis C. Roberts, Ph.D.,
Miami University.
Rita Davis, acting vice president for student affairs and former vice president for enroll-

ment management, applied for
the permanent position.
Although Davis is not included
in the final candidate pool, Spain
declined to comment earlier this
week as to whether Davis was
included in the initial list of eight
narrowed applicants.
"Referencing specific candidates and their ranking within or
not within the eight candidate
narrowed pool... it is not appropriate for me to comment on
that issue," Spain said Tuesday.
The search committee has
been reviewing applicants
since Sept 13. The vice president for student affairs position
is one of six top positions
Eastern is working to fill.

ing on putting together a list of
names for a committee to
assist in the provost search.
"I was supposed to get it
done this weekend, but on
Saturday I spent the day in
Hazard and I didn't have electricity myself (Friday due to a
power outage), so I have not
gotten as far on that committee
list as I would have liked,"
Glasser said. "I hope to have it
finalized and ask everybody if
they agree to serve this week."
Michael Marsden vacated
the position this summer. Mark
Wasicsko, former dean of the
College of Education, is serving
as acting provost An advertisement regarding the position will
be "drawn up" and posted once
the committee is finalized,

Help Wanted
Sixty-five or more candidates applied for the VP for
student affairs position, that pool has been narrowed
to four finalists. Here are some interesting
stats about the 65+ candidates

who applied:

■

• The 63«- candidates were froi
trlss; within the United States there were candidates from 31 states.
• Approximately 70 percent of the candidates who
applied work at public Institutions, 20 percent
are employed at private Institutions and the remainder were candidates from the Dullness/
government area.
• Approximately 70 percent of the candidates have
terminal degrees; many of the candidates aj»ent
their entire careers In the student affairs area.
n. oralroiBw ssaiuii conynam
»VP»»

In an interview Monday,
Glasser said she is still work-

And UrvJenrnayer/ProgreM
Senate candidates Ed Worley, left, and Barry Metcalf, right,
answered questions during an election forum held on campus
Friday. Richmond mayoral candidates also participated.

Kentucky politics
topic of luncheon
BYGINAVAILE

Assistant news editor

specifically involved Eastern
ana could affect students on
campus.

■ Candidates running for
mayor of Richmond and the
One question that was
Kentucky Senate entertained
questions from an audience full addressed to mayoral candiof'Chamber and community dates Connie Lawson and Bill
Strong
was
members
. ^
aimed at how the
during
a
elected officials
forum held
plan to correct
on campus
the Lancaster
Friday. The
Avenue crossforum was
walk. The quessponsored by
tion was raised
the Berea
from the issue
and Madison
that assaults are
County
on the rise and
Chapter of
one patrol officer
the League
is kept on
of Women
Lancaster writVoters, the
ing
tickets
Richmond
instead
of
Chamber of
patrolling camCommerce
pus.
and
the — Bill Strong
Strong said
Eastern Mayoral candidate
» the situation is a
Center for
tough one but
Kentucky
supports Eastern's police in its
History and Politics.
The forum, set up as a lun- endeavor to prevent jaywalking
cheon, lasted an hour and a on Lancaster.
They need someone sitting
half giving each candidate oneminute to answer each ques- there until they (the students)
tion. Moat of the questions get used to the crossing That* •
asked concerned each candi- a tough crossing." be said, notdate's stand on certain busi- ing that the Richmond Police
ness issues; however, the panel
See FORUM, A3
did entertain questions that

They need
someone sitting
there (at crosswalk) until they
(the students)
get used to the
crossing.

Eastern student Zackery Carttrel took a splat In the face Saturday morning during a peJrttbeJI tournament held at the intramural fields.
Players, who were asked to wear masks at al times to protect their eyes, were eliminated after being tagged with paint three times.

Paintball Club holds
weekend tournament
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

Saturday morning, dozens of warriors turned out at the
Eastern intramural fields to participate in a game of cunning, determination, speed and agility — also known as
paintball.
The paintball tournament a sophisticated combination of "tag"
and "hide-and-go-seek," began at 9 a.m. with a no-team format It
was every man for himself.
Sponsored by the Paintball Club, referee Matt Turner reminded
players about the importance of safety.
"No matter where you are during game play, you must wear a
mask to protect your eyes," Turner said.
Each player was eliminated after being tagged three times. The
last three participants remaining were the winners.
Jimmy Brock, an Eastern biology major from Pike County,
attended the game with his brother Tun.
"I play for recreation but I would like to get on a team sometime,"
Jimmy said.
Tim got started in paintball when he was in the fourth grade.
1 saw the paintball markers on the shelves and I thought (the
game) might be interesting," Tim said. His favorite game versions
are speedbaJL hopperball and airfield games.

Co-editor

In the wake of an electrical
power outage Friday that
affected more than half of campus, prospective contractors
will be here today to begin a
bid process that will end in
$1.8 million in renovations to
Eastern's underground electrical works.
AD contractors who plan to
place bids on the improvement project will meet at
facilities services offices at
10 a.m., according to David
Hepburn, assistant director
of Facilities Services.
Bidders will take a tour of
Eastern's underground system and will haflshown details

of what the project will
involve.
They can ask questions,
look around
and see the
conditions of
the aging electrical system.
"That way,
everybody
knows what
everyone else
is thinking,"
Hepburn said
Tuesday.
Hepburn
said that as of
last week, four
companies had picked up project plans for review. He
expects as. many as 10 bids for
the project!

lesow player during a pesntbel tournament heW on campus
Saturday The event was sponsored by the Paintbel Ciub

Photos by Ryan Bertke/Progress

Bid process for electrical renovations to begin today
BY

Brandon Bas, an Eastern student, asms and shoots at a

After today's meeting.
Eastern will begin accepting
bids for improvements to the
electrical network, parts of
which are estimated to be
up to 30 years
One
of
those older
parts caused
the
most
recent problems Friday
morning,
Hepburn said.
The outage
lasted all day
A splice between cables in a
manhole between Vickers
Village and tr£ Eastern Bypass

failed. Hepburn said.
"It failed and was shorting
out," he said. Workers had to
search before they found the
manhole, and once they began
repairs, found that wires on
another circuit were also damaged.
One electrical circuit was
reinsulated, and two splices
were replaced in what is
labeled Circuit One on campus.
Initially, the outage disrupted power in 11 buildings
on campus. But later in the
day, power was turned off in
eight more buildings to make
the repairs, which took an
hoar and a half and were
See POWER, A2
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Low: 42
Condjtio
Cloudy

Seniors need to pick up caps
and gowns at the Eastern
bookstore Tuesday. Wednesday
and Thursday for December

Ml Partly cloudy
Mr Few showers
MM Showers
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SEARCH: Provost committee still in works
«
Gtasser said, adding she hopes
to have the ad posted before
the holidays.
The search for a provost
officially will begin following
committee appointments,
after which Glasser says she
will call a first meeting and
issue the committee a charge.
Like the vice president for
student affairs position,
Glasser said the provost finalists will participate in a question/answer-type open forum
that will be hekl for the Eastern
community. During their visits.
Glasser said candidates also "will
meet with the particular groups
they will be dealing with."
"Ideally I would like to
bring the candidates in
around February or March,
that seems to the ideal time,"
(ilasser said. "That*s the target date I'm shooting for
right now." However, Glasser
said those dates could
change depending on when
the ad is posted and the
amount of time it takes the
search committee to review
the applicants.

Ideally I would
like to bring the
candidates in
around
February or
March...
— Joanne Glasser
Eastern president

% A

"These things move slow,"
she said. "It's not like the corporate world ... you see somebody, you offer them a job. You
can't do that when you have so
many constituents."
The new provost will
assume duties July 1. Glasser
officially will name someone
to both the vice president for
students affairs and provost
positions following the finalists' on-campus interviews
and visits.

Head football coach Roy
Kidd announced two weeks
ago he will resign at the end of
the football season. Glasser and
Interim Athletics Director Jack
Lengyel already have begun
searching for his replacement
and applications for the position are beginning to come in.
Glasser said Monday she will
wait two weeks at most to begin
reviewing applicants due to the
fact "football season is still going
on" and that things are somewhat hectic. Glasser said she
expects the pool for the position
to be small because the head
coach position "is such a highranked specialized area."
Glasser and Lengyel are
conducting the search together; no search committee is
involved. The two hope to have
someone in place by the end of
the football season.
A search for the dean of the
College of Justice and Safety
also is ongoing, the search for
an athletics director has been
postponed and a search for the
dean of Eastern's Graduate
School is expected to begin in
the spring.

POWER: Project could take six months
From The Front
done by 10 p.m. Friday.
Hepburn said.
Compared to the weekendlong outage on campus in
February, this one was much
smaller, Hepburn said — there
was no explosion, no wires had
to be replaced and there was
no need for a new duct bank
like before.
The circuit damaged Friday
was scheduled to be replaced
soon, Hepburn said, as part of
construction on the Business
and Technology Center.
Outages last semester
prompted a detailed look at
Eastern's electrical system,
resulting in $1.8 million —
$900,000 from Eastern's budget and $900,000 state emergency funds — being funneled
into a large-scale improvement
project this year.
The project will move buildings on campus from a 5-kilovolt

line running through campus to
a 1 5-kilovoh line, more capable of
handling high-power demands
on campus.
The work, which could take
up to six months, will include
adding five circuits and re-routing some power lines.
Estimates for a total rehaul
of Eastern's system, including
replacing every conductor on
campus, conclude the project
would take $12 million and several years. That's something
even President Joanne Glasser
acknowledges.
The entire campus is going
to take a lot more than $1.8 million to fix." she said Monday. She
says the upgrades are a project
on her radar screen.
"I wish I had the funding
available to address the whole
thing in its entirety," she said.
"But I don't. We are working
as fast as we can with the
money that we have available
to us."
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STOP!

From The Front

Homecoming
Breakfast
Buffet at
8:30 a.m.

Does too
much
tailgating
get you
down?

Start the
morning
out right
Hamm's BP

If so, you should refuel
with a Homecoming sub
from Subway!

B

480 Eastern Bypass
• Automotive Repairs
• Wrecker Service
• Touch Free Car Wash

623-0604

BEER SPECIALS

WE DELIVER!

We accept all
major credit
cards and
checks.

624-9241
On the corner of Water & Second St.

The Short of It
The following buUdktg
were affected by power
outage Friday:
■ Mattox
■ Weaver
■ Palmer
■ Sullivan
■ Brockton 100-500
■ Whalin Complex

■ Wallace

••

RICAN
AM£R?(
JEM OUTLET

■ Clay

Name brand
jeans at
discount prices.

■ Brewer

■ Bumam
■ Commonwealth
Faculties Services shut
down these buUdinge to ttx
the problem:
■ Powell
■ Rowtett
■ AC
■ Todd and Dupree
■ Donovan Annex

■ Case

■ Model Lab

465 Eastern Bypass Rd.
Located next to Peddlers Mall
Richmond, KY 40475

(859) 626-0520

Men & Women's
Jeans $8.99
Children's $5.t

Store Hour*:
Sat. 10 a.m.- 6 p.m. • Closed Sunday
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Powell Corner
Before last weekend,
the only tig he'd ever burned was a CD.

^

11-OC

Although, fire fighters do everything they can to prevent burns, more
than 2.5 million burn injuries occur in North America each year. Most
could be prevented. To learn more about our 'Don't Get Burned"
campagn. please visit www.lAFFBumFund.ag.
Ths message s trougnt to you by the Monaural Association of Fie Fgtters.
HaroUkSctoitbergerG&ealPresicJeft

BURN
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FORUM: More to be held
From Hie Front
Department could be made
available if needed.
In her statement, Lawson
cited Transylvania University
as an example of a solution to
ease student hassles and traffic
congestion.
"I think during the major
class changing times we could
use a cross guard there and hold
the students back- and let 12 or
15 cross at a time, she said.
"I think at this time if s probably going to force the students
to walk to the lights just for
their own safety. I know if I were
in school I wouldn't like it (walking to the Barnes Mill crosswalk) one bit. I know I would
probably be safer but I wouldn't
like it one bit," she said.
Former Sen. Barry Metcalf
asked if he and current Sen. Dd
Worley could answer as weD.
Worley said he and Rep.
Harry Moberly were instrumental in having the crosswalk
taken out at Lancaster because
"an ambulance or fire truck
couldn't turn left onto campus.
This is a change," he said,
referring to the Lancaster layout (he also mis-identified the
Lancaster Lot as commuter.)
"It may not work, and if not,
the university is just going to
have to do something else."
Metcalf says the answer is to
build a parking structure complete with an elevated crosswalk.
"The one thing 1 would be
most concerned with is that it
be beautiful. We need to
address that (the situation)

Safety seminar held for female students

otherwise I dont know where Bv LMDA POLLOCK
"not to feel too safe or too comwe are going to continue Contributing wrttar
fortable because if s not your
putting the cars."
mom's house."
Traffic
problems
in
Rebecca Tefft. a graduate
Tefft suggests locking die
Richmond were also addressed student at Eastern, advised stu- door while going to the showby the candidates.
dents to "trust your instincts" er and even when just hangStrong said he would like to at a personal safety seminar ing out Her safety tips handask the state for money to held Thursday night
out stated "Don't keep expenwiden roads such as highways
The meeting took place in sive items in your dorm or
25 and 52 that go to Berea and the McGregor Hall basement. car, don't give your key to
Irvine respectively. Strong says Tefft was required to present anyone, and don't let
part of the Richmond traffic is something relevant to dorm res- strangers in your room."
due to families who have more idents as part
The second
than one car and the over- of her gradumost common
Just a note
crime on college
whelming number of Eastern ate program
campuses is
students who drive.
in human ser"When I attended Eastern, vices.
rape. Tefft said
Rebecca Tefft, a graduate
each year one in
freshmen weren't allowed to
Tefft is
student, spoke to stueight women in
have cars," he said.
also an admisdents about personal
college
are
Lawson said she wasn't sure sions counsafety Thursday night.
raped and that
how to address the situations selor at Berea
The presentation was
84 percent of vicand said studies would have to College so the
required as part of her
tims know their
be performed to see what issues facing
attackers. Most
needs to be done. Lawson is college stugraduate program In
rapes
occur
also interested in a public tran- dents
are
human service*.
somewhere
sit system that would help alle- apparent in
familiar to the
viate traffic and also allow her dairy life.
victim.
those who are "unable to leave
"I've
"If someone in your dorm
their home, because they cant always been interested in perdrive, the opportunity to go to sonal safety and I chose this looks out of place or unfamiliar
the grocery."
topic before the recent events on just call Public Safety at 2Both mayoral candidates campus," Tefft said. She feels 2821," Tefft said.
Alcohol is another issue
think the community and now it is even more important
Eastern share a good relationFourteen women enjoyed involved in rapes.
"Drink in moderation to
ship. Lawson would like to see free fruit while Tefft introduced
more students in co-op settings herself to audience members. remain constantly aware of
with the city and Strong would The meeting consisted mostly of your surroundings," Tefft said.
Tefft said that predators are
like to see more community questions and answers from the
turnout at university events women. Tefft answered their just waiting for women to reach
such as football and basketball questions and gave them the their limits or leave a glass unattended. She suggests knowing
safety tips they needed.
games.
The most common crime on the people invited over and stayThe LWV will hold other
forums through the month of Eastern's campus is theft The ing with a group at parties.
The key to protecting yourOctober. For more information participants all said they felt
contact Joan Peoples at very comfortable in their self is being prepared," Tefft
dorms. Tefft said the key is said. Think in advance of what
Joan.PeoplesOiclub.net.

Mark Stephens* DMD

And Undenmayer/ProgrsM
Eastern students Jaot Lee Hughes, Amy Hewitt and Hillary Arnold listen to
graduate student Rebecca Tettt's advice about trusting your instincts' during
a personal safety seminar held in McGregor Hall Thursday night.

to do if confronted by a predator."
Tefft suggested carrying
one's keys with the point out
between the fingers as a
weapon. Her handout suggested not walking alone at night
and using the campus shuttle
system.
Tefft read a passage out of
"Gift of Fear" by Gavin De
Becker, a book she suggested
everyone read. The excerpt
recounted a woman's personal story. Audience members
gave their responses to it and
most agreed the woman didn't follow her instincts.
She talked more about
instincts in women as the audi-

ence members shared that
they feel they should speak to
anyone who talks to them.
In her own experience, a
man once approached Tefft
and her instincts told her the
situation wasn't right. She
walked away and he started
yelling profanities. Tefft said
that if he realty wanted to get to
know her he would have apok>
gized for coming off as rude or
offensive.
"Our society doesn't advocate being rude," Tefft said.
She also said predators want
women to interact with them,
so she suggested not feeling
pressured to be polite at the
expense of personal safety.

FcCUU Trvcw cwriA/eds ctt

138 G N. Keenland Dr. • Richmond
Our priority is Quality care in maintaining a
brilliant white smile, including white fillings,
bleaching, & modern dental technology.
Painless method used by us.

,

Mon. 9 a.m. • 5 p.m.
lues. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Weds. 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Thurs. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
All Patients Welcome
Please call for an appointment

-}VV
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(859) 626-0069
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Dept 56 Haunted Village • Shaw Rugs
Candleberry Kitchen Candles • Pewter
• New Fall Boyds Bear • Crystal
•Unique Fall Wreaths & Arrangements
• And Much, Much More! 624-0025 „

flag fcHfteW imm- Wlsy" < aihttlom rVse-terf hum H,mtt

139 North Keeneland Dr., Richmond, KY • Hoars: Mon.-Sat 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. • Sun. 12:30 - 6 p.m.
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MdDM® SPECIALS

University Book * Supply

t,;>t, at) 1 ft

«/■*«*

University Book * Supply

624-0220

624-0220
ASf***

EKU Sweatshirts

$10.00 OFF

Buy 1, get 2nd 1/2 price

any $50.00 purchase of
sterling silver jewelry

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON
EXPIRES 10/21/02

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON
EXPIRES 10/21/02

University Book * Supply

University Book * Supply
Mfa-mt

624-0220

*»*•»

10% OFF
Clothing

$5.00 OFF
Any EKU Jacket
•lem, wltti Convlmnmnt Drlvm-thru.
/Xf'.it

wi'.ll inn

fblif.t In* «' I witli /t/i?fnw I l>
.'i nl lift .tin n i .it l.iylin *. / n/tnir

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON
EXPIRES 10/21/02

624-0220

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON
EXPIRES 10/21/02

till fWsittl

Bloody Mary
BREAKFAST
@8 a
Monday Night Football: $4 cover & FREE Hooters Wings
while they last. $3 pitchers or 2 for $5.50.
$1.50 Miller Lite long necks.

236 West Main Street

Taste "The Magic

Tuesday: Open, but available for private parties and mixers.
Wednesday: 75* Bourbon & $1 Weils. Karaoke w/ Vince from BW3s!
Thursday: $10 AN you can drink wells & domestics or $2 cover, regular
drink prices!
Friday: Ladles Night no cover for the girts with unbeatable drink specials.
Saturday: Outrageous drink specials after the football game!
Champagne Saturday for the ladies.

We Cater to Private Parties. Call 624-5114

* 624-0404
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Childhood disease can pose threat for adults
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were no-tpitalued
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* AJrfcovgh the Jam n reiatf**rf tmU m chddrea. « can
be mate tevere a acMu aad
Hf CBM PMMMW COmptcatioa* la immaaa eompromi*ed iadividoals. «ach as
HIV/AIDS (Mltctf-di. tboae
n» mcfe-dn^e •teroids. traa.v
piaat patient* aad tbo*e with
Wfcwil or ly matin m*. orgaa
inrofvemeat fhrer. loaf and
«p»eea) i« coaaot aad the
infection M more widespread
and proioaf ed.* Dr. Pradeep

body. aMaJry
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the
apoer respiratory tract, the
body n
with
directed
agaiast
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mm*.' Bo»*
♦aid.
*Oace
infected
whether »ymp>
r.->m* are preaeat or aot. die
indrnduai w protected lor We
aad aatjbodir* caa be deanoa«traced in moat people who
r —ict recal ever hnaig the
chickeapox*
The laa a aaaaly aid is
chwdrea. however, accordmf
to the Ceater* for Disease
Control, more than 90 percent
of caaea aad 40 percent of
deaths doe IA ranceia occur in
chidrea ytmogu than 10 years
of age The major ity of this
morbidity is preventable by
the CDC Web site

6a>'»MHgibu<f"jyi—

at high nak fnr contracting the disease tachade
those who have never beea
inoculated aad have aot beea
sick
with
chickeapox
Accordant to Bose. pregnant
womea are also at risk for
severe, o*en fatal, mfecnoa*
The iafectioa ia early
pregnancy caa produce congenital anomalies.* Bose
said. It is therefore imperative that a pregnant woman
carefully avoid all contact
with those who have chickenpox or the shingles. The varicella vaccine is a hve. attenuated vaccine, which means it
has the potential to produce
disease in susceptible individuals Therefore it is not

recoamneaded far pregnant
females and other immano
Other adnhs who should
consider getting inoculated
■aclade those who work ia
child care or t dwr tt'mm il jetbag*, those m the miftary or
travelog abroad aad wnmf
who have ant gjvea birth. The
vaccine is recommended for
all children between the ages
of 1 and 12 years old. and the
CDC abo recommends it for
college students who have not
bad chicken pox.
Currently Student Health
Services does not administer
the vaccine bat local health
departments and most primary care providers have the
vaccine available

We Deliver!
University
Shopping Center
644 Eastern ByPass

Communication department offers Washington tour
The Eastern department of
communication will offer a
Washington Media Tour daring Spring Break, March 16-23
The trip is being offered as a
COM 400 coarse and will
cutty three hoars of npper
dtviMoa credit.
The class is open to all
mayors m the communications
department and there are no
On March 20 students will
complete a rraai internship by

spending one day working with the trip does not make, the
a person m their dtsripfme m
money will be
the Washington. DC area
refunded
Other media sites will be m
Students
riant d daring the trip.
*
who wish to
Students wfll only be
drop out of the
given a section number
tour and find
after paying a Si00
someone
to
nonrefundable
take their place
deposit.
The
will be given a
first 15 stufuD refund
dents
to
Payment
submit their
can be made to
deposit will
Hannah Trusty.
receive the section number to departmental secretary, in
register for the media trip. If Alumni Coliseum. Room 10*

Students at extended campuses may send their deposit to
the department oo campus.
Additional persons who
make deposits will become
alternates and deposits will be
returned to aD alternates who
do not attend, if at least 30 students make deposits a second
section wfll be organized with a
second instructor participating
in the media tour.
Questions and inquiries
are directed to Glen Klein* at
623-3941
or
G len. KleineSeku. edu.

(859)624-5949
Hours:
Mon.- Frl. • 10 a.m.- 9 p.m.
Sat • 11 a.m.- 4 p.m.

'T6"%OFF

with valid
•>.
student I.D. tf^

COLONEL
FOOTBALL

EASTERN KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY
Proudly Preaent*
e Sana Annual Yuletitle

mm
llissffilial FsatnrMcs As-Pay
ThsCt 4SSMI Wa* at 11:45
Gmrne TiMiaian
aadl
Giw

VS.

.entucky University
Jveen Johnson Building
November 31*1, 22nd & 33rd, 2002

Murray State
Racers

Saturday, October 19th
2:00 pm
44

Roy Kidd Days"

October 19th and November 9th

..Seating: 0:40 * Dinner: 7:00
r rice reajt $37.00
All ticket »ale* are non-refundable
Ticket oaJes Beginning
Friday, October 22nd, ttarting at yJho a.m.
Limit is Ticket* per perjon.
"none .Sale* OL Credit Card order* starting at 10:00 a.m.
All Ticket sale* will be in the Dining Card Office,
Room ID; ground floor of the Powell Building.

Help us FILL THE STADIUM
to honor Coach Kidd for
3$ years of dedication and
loyalty to EKU and the
i Richmond community.

Pnone 6*2-2179 lor credit card *alej.

Be There

A
BBMBBBS
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► News Briefs
Compiled by Gina Valle

Name confirmation
needed from seniors

Truman scholarship
applications available

All seniors graduating in
December should send in the
confirmation of your name as it
will appear in the program and
On your diploma by Oct 21. All
seniors have been mailed a
brochure.
For more information contact your respective college.

Eastern students may now
apply for the Harry S. Truman
Scholarship. Approximately 80
scholarships are awarded
nationwide each year. The
foundation provides nearly
$30,000 in scholarship funds to
support the recipients final
year of college and graduate
studies.
To be eligible, students
must have a junior-level standing or be seniors planning to
graduate after only three years
of enrollment. They must plan
to pursue a graduate degree,
followed by a career in public
service. Priority is given to students seeking the following
degrees: MPA/MPP, JD,
M.Ed., MIA MPH and a masters or doctorate in fields from
which most graduates go into
public service.
To apply to be an Eastern
nominee for the scholarship,
students should submit a writing sample and a resume.
These are due no later than
4:30 p.m. on Nov. 4 in Sara
Zeigler's office in Case Annex,
Room 168. The selected nominee (s) will then complete the
full application with the aid and
guidance of the committee.
For further information contact
Zeigler
at
Sara.ZeiglerOeku.edu or 6222913. For more information
about the scholarship visit
www.truman.gov.

Health Services offers
flu shots through Nov.
Student Health Services will
provide flu shots for students
only from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
and 1 pjn. to 4 p.m. during the
week of Oct 21-25.
Flu shots for students, faculSr and staff will also be given
uring the same times during
the week of Oct 28 - Nov. 1.
The charge for the vaccination is $10 to be paid at Billings
and Collections in the Student
Services Building, Room 210.
Students must bring a validated Eastern ID and the receipt
of payment to get the injection.

Senior caps /gowns
to be distributed
Caps and gowns for seniors
graduating in December will
be distributed in the Eastern
Bookstore from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Oct 22-24. A second date
to pick up the orders has been
set for Dec. 13. All caps and
gowns must be picked up by 5
p.m. Dec. 13.

Kentucky Civil War
magazine published

Richmond Chamber
to host career fair
The Richmond Chamber of
Commerce Board of Directors
and Industrial Relations
Committee will present the
first annual JobFit Career Fair
from noon to 4 p.m. on Oct 24
at the Richmond Mall.
The job fair was developed
in conjunction with the JobFit
Employability Certificate program being implemented at
Eastern's Workforce Training
Development and the Central
Kentucky Job Center.
For more information contact the Chamber at 623-1720.

The publishers of "Back
Home In Kentucky" magazine
recently produced a 48-page,
four-color magazine entitled
"Kentucky's Civil War, 18601865." The magazine is the
first comprehensive guide to
11 major Civil War battles
fought on Kentucky's soil.
Several authors featured in
the magazine have published
their own Civil War books,
including Stuart Sanders and
Thomas Fugate.
The magazine is available at
Joseph Beth Booksellers in
Lexington and Hawley-Cooke
Booksellers in Louisville.
Copies may be ordered by call-

pv PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

Grand opening to
bo hold for store

Now Accepting Applications.
Apply In person. Madison
Garden.

The mm Eafm
Computer Store wM cektbrets e grand opening
Trwredey In Room 158 of
th# n#w Student BWVIOM
Butting.
Then *Ni be refresh-

Part-Time,
Light
Industrial
Positions available: Flexible
schedules
possible. Apply In
person at Kokoku Rubber. Inc.
Hanger Circle.

tram the vendors Ihroughout the day inducing TehMt, Frlebeee, pens and
keycheJne. There Mi also
be e drawing for larger
prizes at 3 p.m. You muet
sign up to be mdurJed In
the drawing, but need not
be present to win.
VWt the new store,
checkout the Inventory
and speak with the vendors to aek questions or to
eee demonstrations.
vendors pertkJpeting
Include Accent Systems,
Apple. Vlewsonic. Del,
IBM, EBM (Lexmark printera) end Office Depot For
more Information, log on to

ing 606663-1011, or by e-mail
CrviIWarObackhomeinky.com.

New technology lab
opens for students
The new student technology lab in the Student Services
Building, Room 160, opened on
Sept 30.
The lab houses 64 Accent
Pentium IV computers and 15
Viewsonic flat LCD panels that
run Windows XP and
Microsoft Office XP. The lab
also has five Macintosh iMacs
and two Lexmark printers
carry the printing load. Also
available are several Hewlett
Packard scanners and a vending machine that offers technology supplies.
The new computer lab is
located on me first floor of the
SSB near the Computer Store.
The hours are 7:30 a.m.-4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Once required security systems are in place, the hours
will be extended.

Marketing Manager needed:
Enthusiastic, motivated individual for FT position. Gain experience on the job, Excellent compensation & benefits. Call 859948-2644 for inquiries and fax
resumes to 859-236-0670, Attn:
Marketing.
Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local positions. 1-600-293-3985. ext 283.
Now Accepting Applications.
You won't have to wear any
dumb-ass uniforms.
Madison
Garden.
Gutter for Sale: Epiphone Great
shape. Asking $200/make offer.
Money goes for bibles in China.
624-1431 ask for Joe.
Apartment for Rent: Quiet, furnished one bedroom apt, close
to campus. 350/Month, utilities
included. No smoking, no pets.
623-2410 or 582-5829.

MISCELLANEOUS
EARLY SPRING BREAK SPECIALS! CANCUN & JAMAICA
from $4291 Free breakfast, dinners & drinks! Award winning
company! Group leaders free!
Florida vacations from $149!
springbreaktravel.com. 1-800678-6386.
Attention Spring Breakers: It's
free In 2003 -2 free trips/free parties w/MTV. Hottest destinations
O lowest prices, featured on
MTV, Jerry Springer, MSNBC#

Travel Channel. Most reliable
company.
www.8unspiashtour8.com 1-600426-7710.
Guarantee the beet spring
break prices! South Padre.
Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardl Gras. Travel free.
Reps needed. EARN $$$$.
Group discounts for 6+. 1-888THINK SUN (1-888-844-6578
dept 2626) /www.springbfeakdiscounts.com.
Free makeovers to females with
long, straight hair (waist length
or longer). Sponsored by Locks
For Love. Call Hair Sensations
Beauty Salon, 626-5005.
SPRING BREAK 2003: with
STS. America's #1 Student Tour
Operator. Sell trips, earn cash,
travel free. For information/
reservations. 1-600-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com.
Wanted!
Spring
Breakers
2003: Reps travel for free. 150%
lowest prices guarantee! Call 1800-795-4786 or e-mail sales O
suncoastvacations.com!
Have you lost or found something? You can place a "Lost &
Found* ad here FREE! Call 859622-1881
SPRING BREAK
03 With
StudentCity.com! Free food &
drinks and 150% lowest price
guarantee! Reps Wanted! Earn 2
free trips, VIP treatment and
cash! Call 1-800-293-1445 oremail
ealesOstuderrtcity.com
today.
EARLY SPECIALS.
Spring
Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 5
days, $299! Includes meals, par
ties!
Awesome
beaches,
nighttrfel Departs from Florida!
Get group - go free! springbreaktravel.com.
1-800-6786386.

Do you want to wteh someone
a Happy Birthday? Cal 859622-1881 to place FREE birthday announcements!
EKU Spring Break.- Are you
going?
Then
go
direct!
Guaranteed lowest price, free
drinks/meals/insurance! Campus
reps wanted! Organize some
friends-travel FREE! Zero customer complaints! 1-800-3671252
www.springbreak
DIRECT.com.
Happy Birthday Robin Sparks
from COE Student Services.
WANTED! SPRING BREAKERS 2003: Reps travel for Free.
150% lowest price guarantee!
Call 1-800-795-4786 or e-mail
sales © suncoastvacations.com!

Visit The
Progress online
at www.easternprogress.com
WINTER & SPRING

FREE
1.800.SUflCHASE
www.sunchas'e.com.
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Help Save A Life
Donate Plasma Todav
i

%

BioLife

PLASMA SERVICES 1

m

859-624-98 I 5
5

Richmond Center • 292 South Second Street
Richmond. KY • 40475 • www.biolifeplasma.com
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Professors help create Web-based parenting program
BY MOWOAN CALPWBX
Staff writer

Every neighborhood has one
— a child dubbed "the babysitter's nightmare." Wouldn't it be
wonderful if there was a solution to, as professor Robert
Brubaker describes, "oppositional/aggressive behavior,
problems interacting with other
kids, not following the rules,
stubbornness, tantrums, that
kind of thing*?
Traditional classes "teach parents more effective ways of handling those problems," Brubaker
explained. Still, availability in
some locations is limited, and
often parents dont have time to
meet regularly each week Have
no fear A solution is here.
Brubaker and his colleagues. Myra Beth Bundy of
Eastern and Amy Szarkowski,
at Gallaudet University in

Washington, D.C., have created "an Internet-based version
of a parenting program,"
according to Brubaker. "What
we've done is translate the
standard parenting program
into a format what we can
deliver over the Internet"
The course is taught using
Blackboard and is geared
toward children between the
ages of 3 and 10. The
researchers are hoping an
Internet version will prove to
be as effective as the traditional method. They're conducting
a study to compare parents'
practices and kids' behavior
before and after the eight-week
course. Although further documentation is needed, two test
runs have already been completed with apparent success.
"We're looking at three
groups: parents of children
with autism, parents of chil-

dren who are deaf or hard of
hearing, and parents with kids
who have more typical problems," Brubaker said. "At the
beginning of the course parents will identify two behaviors
they want to change. Really
what they're trying to do is
decrease a behavior that's a
problem and increase another
positive behavior to take its
place."
Unfortunately, one of the
most effective parts of traditional parenting programs is
group interaction. Brubaker.
Bundy and Szarkowski hope to
simulate this through an electronic bulletin board. Parents
will post comments such as
which techniques they found
particularly useful and the
mediators will post comments
as well. The board will be available 24 hours a day.
"We're trying to reach par-

Change of major
procedure adopted
The Office of Academic
Advising has adopted a new
change of major procedure,
the procedure went into
effect Oct. 3. The following
steps should be taken In
order to change or declare
your majorfa):
1. Review a CARES report
for your current major.
2. Print a "printer friendry"
varaton of a "what-lf CARES
report for the major you wtsh
to declare.
9. Download and print the
declaration/change of major
form. You wHI need to have
the Adobe Acrobat Reader's
free plug-In installed on your
computer In order to view
and print a hard copy of trie
form.
Kevin MartirVProgress

4. Contact a designated
representative in the
prospective major department (optional).

Rap to the beat
Mystic opened for Nappy Roots at Alumni Coliseum Tuesday
night. The concert tilled AC nearly to capacity. Nappy Roots has
made stops at several Kentucky colleges and high schools.

5. Staple the first page of
the -printer friendly" version

Just a note
Eastern professors Robert
Brubaker and Myra Beth
Bundy worked together to
create a Net version of a
parenting program.

1
Got a news tip? Give
us a call at 622-1882.
Tattoos l|
by Chris
and
Draw

E.Main St.
625-9394
ents with a less flexible schedule." Brubaker said.
He hopes that students with
children at Eastern will participate in the study. Participants
must purchase a text.
"Parenting the Strong-Willed
Child." available for $15.
Anyone interested in participating should e-mail Brubaker
at Robert.Brubaker@eku.edu
to request further information.

iKraii from Setter's)

$10 OFF

Body

tattoo
or
piercing
with this ad!

Piercing
by
Brandy
Mon. - Sat.
NoonBpm

Simply the Best Shop in Town

of the "what-iT CARES report
to the completed
Declaration/Change of Major
Form.
6. Return completed form
and "what-T CARES report
to the Office of Academic
Advising, Student Services
Building, Room 347.
The Office of Academic
Advising also adopted a new
change of minor procedure
effective Oct. 3. The following
steps should be taken in
order to change or declare
your mlnor(al):
1. Download and print the
Declaration/Change of Minor
Form. You win need to have
the Adobe Acrobat Reader's
free plug-in Installed on your
computer In older to view
and print a hard copy of the
form.
2. Return completed form
to the Office of Academic
Advising, Student Services
Building, Room, 347.

Come enjoy a treat, from TCBY,
after the Homecoming Game, from
your friends at Main St. Ciievroa

Coming Soon:
TCBY Fruithead Smoothies
PICK UP YOUR FREQuiiif BUYIW"CARDTOOAY \

^•f Free Treat.

* Information provided by
http://www.advifiing.eku.edu/
changemalor. !

GET PAID TO

* After Nine Treats Get A Free "TCBY" Small Cup Or
Cone Of Frosen Yogurt Or Ice Cream
421 W Mam Street • Richmond. KY • 624-3000

MAIN STREET CHEVRON
421 W. Main Street • 624-3000

te*

GO TO SCHOOL
TALK ABOUT
ROLE REVERSAL

Paleontologist Paul Sereno

i«©m«

of the weirdest creatures that ever walked the earth Yet some of the scariest
thing-, he's discovered aren'l likely to become extinct anytime soon. Sad I
mutual fund management tees will

;jtlast us all That's why Dr '.

was afraid of getting eaten alive.*»*•»"■
to a company famous for keeping the costs down That meant more mo- ey for
him and less for the monsters.

The U.S. Air Force will pay for you to continue your education
while you serve your country as a nurse. Through selection into

Log on for ideas, advice, and results. TIAA-CREF.org or call 800) 842-?7f6

the Air Force Institute of Technology program, you could earn
your advanced degree in as little as two years and get paid to do
it. You'll be part of an elite team of medical professionals who
have chosen to serve their country in this proud institution.
To learn more about Air Force Nursing, please visit airforce.com
Mflnjifii's; mun'y fnr people
with other thln$$ to (Junk uhmit.

or call 1.800.423.USAF to request more information.
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► Police Beat: Oct. 4-15
Compiled by Cassondra Kirby

The following reports have been
filed with the Division of Public
Sa/efy
Oct. 4
Brittany Adams, Walters Hall,
reported her key chain and
wallet were taken while she
was sleeping in her unlocked
dorm room.

OotS

Lemarr Stuart, 22, was arrested and charged with speeding,
driving under the influence
and driving in the improper
lane.
Oct7
Ray Powell, an electrician for
Facilities Services, reported
that someone had cut wires in
the phone box for the fire
alarm on the 15th floor of
Keene Hall. Powell also reported that the collar switch on the
fire alarm panel inside the east
door had been removed and
the switch had been pushed
back into the box. The electrician repaired both problems.

Jessica Stigall, Cawood, reported an incident of harassment
on campus. Stigall stated she
was in the Campbell
Building, conferring with an
instructor, when the suspect
approached her. Stigall went
upstairs with the instructor
and the suspect followed.

Amazon.com.
Ellis D. Carrie, Dupree Hall,
reported she was being
harassed by an Eastern
Kentucky University staff
member on the fourth floor of
the Campbell Building.
Oct. 10

Bryan Kraft, Keene Hall, reported that someone had stolen his
wallet from his room.
Oct. 8

Daniel A. Roosa, 21, was
arrested and charged with public intoxication.
Ronald Mink, Cardinal Lane,
reported several items missing
from the Summit Street residence where the items were
stored.

Joe Bratcher, of Facilities
Services, reported that someone stole items from Karen L
Tribble's purse in her office in
the Wallace Building. A professor began chasing the suspect
on foot and the suspect
dropped the stolen items. A
search for the suspect was
unsuccessful.

Johna B. Hughes, 18, Ewing,
was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana, drug
paraphernalia and unlawful
transaction with minor to the
third degree.
Cara
B.
Himes,
18,
Flemingsburg. was arrested
and charged with possession of
marijuana.
Oct. 11

Frank Lamb, Keene Hall, was
arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.

Deryck D. Huelett, 25, Summit
Street, was arrested and
charged with receiving stolen
property of over $300 on Oct 8.

Timmy Connors reported that
someone was being assaulted
by another individual at the
intersection of Park Drive and
Kit Carson.

Duane Moberly reported that
an Eastern printed rug had
been taken from the lobby of
the
Student
Services
Building.

Oct 15
Joan R Hunter, 41. Richmond,
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.

Oct. 9

Sarah L. Hensley, Burnam
Hall, reported that someone
entered her room, stole her
debit card and used it to
make a purchase at

Two male Hillsboro juveniles
were arrested and charged
with possession of marijuana.

i

Private Martial Arts Lessons
When: Every Thursday at 6:30p.m
When: Moberly Bldg Volleyball court.
For more information please call
622-3350 or e-mail
Tim at.
Jeff at

Background In styles such as:
•ShaolinDo
\ \ /
• Tae Kwon Do (W.T.F.)
umta'
Capoeira
*nd ^
1
jm Yovr—M
Jiu^Jitsu
■ Hapkido

Andi Lindenmayer/Progress

Boot scoot
Angola Johnson, a sophomore forensic science major,
dances at the Thursday Alternative Getaway Boot Scoot. The
event featured country line dancing and mechanical bull rides.

y/e need your help,
bec4U.se they
need ours.

"BarberShop f^
•

Purchase any
W
Vera Bradley Hope Design on
Saturday, October 19 and
Merle Norman Cosmetics will donate
10% to Breast Cancer Research.

144 Big Hill Ave. • Richmond, KY 623-3985
"We appreciate having your head in our business.

meRLE noRmflry
COSMETIC

HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 7 a.m. - 6 p.m. • Closed on Sat. & Sun.

STUDIOS

Carriage Gate Shopping Center

624-9825

They Shoot Horses, Dont TheyP Go EKU!
Corner 4 Mile ft N. Eetiil Art. (859)623-8728 or 623-0701

%&® SkU <£ eat&ung.
Home Cooking "Delivered" FREE $5 mlntmnm on orders
Plate Lunch - 1 meat, 2 vegetables, & biscuit, roll, or cornbread- $5.00
Entrees: Varies day to day (call for daily entrees).
Vegetables: Mashed Potatoes, Green Beans, Com, Pinto Beans, & more.
Salads: Tossed Salads, Chicken Salad, Chef Salad.

We serve breakfast and
lunch ANYTIME
Mon. - Fri. 6 a.m. - 3 p.i

By-pass Pizza Hut
EKU STUDENT SPECIAL

3000
WHENEVER
Minutes
only

$49.99
600

per month

Whenever,
Wherever Minutes
Unlimited Weekends
only

39.99

par month
Problems? No Credit?
about Smart Access!

•NOW HIRING*
All Positions. Competitive Wages, Flexible
Schedules. Apply Today.

623-2264
?*
/
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► News Quiz

(SAM

TIE

I

K, boys and girls. It's time to J^J
test your knowledge of what's;-;
going on at Eastern. If you
don't know the answers, don't
worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and you — ~
can cheat.

Oi

What annual event will
take place Saturday?
$
a) Homecoming
b) Free Tattoo Day
c) Running of the bulls

Who Is more likely to
die from chlckenpox?
a) No one, it is not fatal
b) Children
c) Adults

$

Students competed In ~
this tourney Saturday: '-

a) Tic-tac-toe tourney
b) Thumb wrestling tourney
c) Paintball tourney

Blaming victim not the way to solve crime
Cold-blooded murder is one of the
saddest crimes — one of the most
tragic actions we have to deal
with as human beings. So is child
molestation. So is rape.
What*s even sadder, though, is that
those crimes are so often committed
against people who didn't ask for it
People who weren't to blame. People
who didn't ask to be killed. People who
didn't ask to be molested. And people
who didn't ask to be raped
Sadder still is the realization that here
at Eastern, we live on a campus where
one ideology and one philosophy pre
vails: The victim is at fault
This semester, not unlike semesters
before, countless cases of rapes and sexual assaults have occurred, reported or
not And every semester, the reaction is
the same: Those poor, poor victims were
dumb enough to put themselves in that
situation.
Administrators lament about how

we shouldn't walk alone at night and
how we should protect ourselves. But
never in those strings of advice do
they offer any sort of real hope for the
victims — people who were, perhaps,
just going about their normal lives.
It is true that people, especially college students, make choices that in
hindsight may have put them in dangerous or precarious situations. But
nobody asks to be assaulted; nobody
asks to be raped.
Yet that's the message the Eastern
community sends: If you were assaulted, you're to blame. You should have
been smarter. Poor you — maybe others can learn from your mistakes.
We ought to face the facts. We ought
to be braver, stand up and let it be
known that rape and sexual assault are
crimes no community should tolerate.
Instead, we're left blaming every victim we can find. That truly is the saddest crime.

Mow (to you mink trie
administration at Eastern
handled the alleged assaults
that recently happened on
campus? We want to hear
fromvou!
Tell us what you think!
Tojomihedebatejgote
<www. easternprogress. com>

Andi Undenmayer/Progrest.

This professor Is teaching students what?
$

a) How to win "American Idol 2"
b) TAG Boot Scoot
c) Karaoke

► Campus Comments
Eastern has recently made several budget cutbacks. Around&About editor Christina Cathcart asked students how Eastern could conserve money.
STEPHANIE
SCHELL

OwmgsviHe

They're money
hungry... I don't
know, they just
don't need to be so
tight

Undeclared
AS*: 20

I have no idea. I
haven't even
thought about that
before.

Berea
Economics and
Philosophy
AM 21

engineering
19

►How to roach us
n«i*: (859) 822-1881

E-sta* prograMOafaj sou

Fa*: (859) 622-2354

Display
Stephanie KM, 622-1881

My Ian
pas or ia the

Cassondra Kirby. 622-1872

Kym Fox. 622-1881

whati on Tap
Chrt*HCaticart, 622-1882
LM Ctmm*.

&2-\KTl

aubmieaiops for My Tan
s stales**, staff, faculty or aayane in the
hsBsdsyaaofsBson.
should resale to a current topic on cau>
and not be Longer than tOOO words,
to Ine Progress office at

117

Progress

^^www.easternprogress.com

117 Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky Uniwrsity. Richmond. Ky 40475

Jennifer RogersandIJamie Vinson
. ifeBdudedwilhl

Kate Werfkamp. 622-1882
AroundJtAbout
Chrisana Catxart. 622-1882

-■^w The
nit: Eastern
caMcm

My turn Jb lottors policy
Use

To

Cut the athletic
department's
budget How many
students actually
go to basketball
games?

Stop overcharging
students for
everything they do.

And Undenmayer, 622-1578

a fee saved «• east m RTF or 1
letters to the eAors asay slao be e-assaVd to
list lYaajraw it aragyaaaaVamf cla or fated to Sse ottce at

Michael Kotora and Nathan Bullock
Sarah Heaney and Beth Barnes
COBIM

TWeFti

i (MSN 1SSLSS24) is a member of the
Associated Coastjsts Press. Kentucky kitercoftegate Press
Association and Co»sa)B Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers.
Inc. The Progress is published every Thursday during the school year.
with the exception of vacation and examination periods. Any false or
miilsarJng advertising should be reported to Adviser/General
Manager. Jen Akntok) at (859) 622-6184.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other
signed writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the university. Student editors also decide the news and informational content
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Student says university gives people run-around
LEECASWELL
My Turn
Lee Caswell is a
junior journalism
major from
Bowling Green.
He is the Sports
editor of The
Eastern
Progress.

This week it's my turn and
I've decided to voice my
opinion on the lack of help
that the university provides students. I was under the impression that the people in the offices
around campus were there to
help us, yet it seems that every
time I call or visit one of these
places I get passed around like a
baseball
For instance, last week I went
to the Payroll Office to see if I
could pick up my bi-weekly
check one day early. I explained
my situation to the lady, who listened (I think) with a look of
boredom, to say the least. She
then told me to go to another
building to get a signature and
then return.
When I arrived at the building I learned that the office was
now in the Student Services
Building so I hiked over there
and sought out my signature. At
this point, I had been trying to
accomplish this mundane task
for about an hour, but this day
wasn't over by a long shot.

When I arrived at the SSB, the
polite (finally) lady told me that
indeed this was the office I
was looking for but it wasn't where I was sup
posed to get the signature.
So I walked
back over to the '
r^'st building and
lmally found the
correct office to get
the signature. With my
hard-earned signature in hand, I
marched back to the Payroll
Office to get my check.
Unfortunately, when the misinformed lady went to look for my
check it wasn't there.
"Where do you work again?"
she asked.
"The Eastern Progress," I
replied.
"Oh, so you're a student, not
just an employee," she said.
"I told you that when I was
here earlier," I fumed.
"Oh, sorry," she said.
At this point, I was ready to
give up, but then she informed

m e
that the
office that
needed to
go to now
was just
upstairs.
So I figured what
the
heck,
why not try
again, I've been
doing it this long.
When I arrived at the aforementioned office, I was
informed that there was
absolutely, positively no way I
could pick my check up. It wasn't ready yet and if I had wanted
it earlier I needed to call them a
week before so they could have
it ready.

More student involvement needed on campus

Jamie Vinson is
a senior
journalism major
troroMt.
Steing. She Is
Co-editor of The
Eastern
Progress.

Apathy is denned as a "lack of
interest," according to
Webster's New World
Dictionary — and Eastern seems to
have its share of apathetic students.
As students we've heard over
and over again that college is supposed to be the best time of our
lives and that we should make the
best of it, right? Why then, do so
many college students not take
advantage of their college years?
Many students seem to just sit
back and let the four "best years
of their lives" pass them by without being involved. Before you
know it, it's graduation time and
you have nothing to show for it.
For example, as president of
Eastern's chapter of die Society of
Professional Journalists, I recently
organized a workshop for students
seeking internships — mainly for
freshmen, since die department of
communication has a high number of freshmen journalism
enrollees this semester.
Posters were hung on bulletin
boards advertising the event I had
our department chair send a mass
e-mail to all faculty members in our
department asking them to
announce the internship workshop
in their classes, and an SPJ representative made a special trip to a
freshmen orientation class in one

last attempt to sell the event
Guess how many people showed
up ... two. While SPJ members who
have had internships were happy to
share their experiences with the two
students who set aside an hour of
their day to attend, I'm really disappointed that more students just
brushed it off, especially since I took
time out of my schedule to help others.
Another example: I'm taking
senior seminar this semester and
I've never seen most of the students
in my class. That's a little scary ...
graduation isn't far away and I really feel sorry for some of the people
in my class when it comes time to
find a job. As communication
majors, these students should have
been working at the campus radfo
station or The Progress.
Experience is a key in our
field; why not take advantage of
opportunities while still in school?
I've had four internships since
I've been in school and they've all
helped prepare me for future
career. The extra experience
gives me one up on the person
applying for the same job who did
what most college students do in
school — waste their time.
But apathy isn't apparent just In
campus organizations or classes, it
seems to be everywhere. For

instance. Eastern President Joanne
Glasser recently made an outright
plea for more student attendance at
sporting events. Part of the college
experience is to have fun every now
and then, right? So why not go out to
some of the games and support our
teams?
Elections are coming up on
Nov. 5.1 would venture to say that
not even half of Eastern's student
population will take time to vote ...
most students probably aren't even
aware of the various campaigns
and the people running for particular positions.
So how do we solve the apathy
problem on campus? I don't have
the answer — and I'm not sure
anyone does. We do just about
everything but literally twist peoples' arms to attend campus events
— like offering prizes and free
food — but even that doesn't work.
Since I don't have the solution
to the apathy puzzle, I thought
someone on this campus might
be able to help me put the puzzle
pieces together. I'm hoping this
column inspires some feedback.
As president of a student organization, I'd love to improve our
student involvement. If you
think you have a quick fix for
apathy, drop me an e-mail at
jamie_vinsonl©eku.edu.

So my arduous quest was
all for naught. Three hours
of my life wasted tied up in
bureaucratic tape. Passing
the buck seems to be a staple here at Eastern.
How many times
have you been
transferred
in a single
phone call?
My personal record is
six.
Help us
people!
That's why
you're here.
1 know that
sometimes
we students can be a little rude
and impatient but we're not all
like that, I promise. The reason
all of these offices are set up is to
make our college experience a little easier. It doesn't seem very
efficient to me if everyone just
unloads a problem on someone
else.
Sometimes you may not be able

to genuinely help us but that doesn't mean that you're allowed to be
rude just because we're in the
wrong office. People make mistakes, even you guys. I understand
the frustration of being asked the
same questions day after day, really I do, but it is also your job to
answer those questions day after
day. If we all knew the answers to
these questions then you wouldn't
have a job, so maybe it's good that
us students can be a little dimwitted sometimes.
I'm not getting on all of the
office workers here at Eastern,
there are more than a few people
that have helped me tremendously since I've been here.
The sad thing is that for
every person that has helped me
there are three or four that have
turned me away.
Maybe this little column will
make some people angry.
Believe me, this isn't my intention at all. My intention is to simply make you guys understand
that we are people too, I
promise.

► letters to the editors

Supporter asks others to
vote for local politician
As a member of the EKU him to be an effective member of
Hall of Distinguished Alumni, I city council. He is used to dealing
am always looking to help other with millions of dollars and getmembers of the EKU communi- ting the best return on a dollar. In
ty. Since so many people at hard economic times, we need
EKU live in or near Berea, I someone like Clay to help our
wanted to point out another city do the best with what we
opportunity to help one of our have.
More than just a business
own.
I am writing to ask all of my mind, Clay has a tremendous
neighbors in Berea to vote for commitment to helping people
Clay Bigler for Berea City and to public service, He spent
two years as an AmeriC orps volCouncil.
Having worked with Clay for unteer before joining the McNay
several years, 1 am in a unique organization and believes that
position to judge his skills and public service is a higher calling.
abilities and happy that he has He used his computer science
chosen to serve the people of studies from EKU and UK to
help high school children in a
Berea in public office.
Clay has been a valuable rural area learn about computmember of McNay Settlement ers. It is that kind of commitGroup and I have been able to ment to service we need in our
see first-hand his tremendous leaders.
I'm thrilled to have someone
business mind and the way that
he sincerely cares about people of Clay's caliber want to serve us
who are injured and disadvan- on Berea's City Council and ask
you to vote for him in the
taged.
Clay's training and skill in upcoming election.
Don McNay
working with finance and ability
to manage a budget will allow
CLU, ChFC, MSFS. CSSC

FREE WASH
(Top Loaders Only) Limit one per customer.
Not good with any other coupon or discount.

$2 - 1st Tanning
Computerized Maytag Equipment • Sonnen Braune Tanning Beds
ZPlnk'^jLaminjo Laundry A Tanning Co.

O $19.99 Unlimited Tanning
/Cy
750 Washes after
\£j{
5 p.m. on Thursdays

ZPink ^Lamingo
Laundry & Tanning Co.
620 Big Hill Ave.

www.galaxybowling.com

Galaxy w
Center twm
Bowling ^ttfc
$1.50 per gome
Moa-Fri.
Before 5 pjn.
Cosmic Bowling
Thur*. -Sot.
9 p.m. - Midnight

price and get the 2nd

MB
(Studwt ID. mutt brpravidcdA

Karaoke
Tuts. & Thurs
8 p.m. - /Midnight

Lrve Music
ftji. A Sat.^.

Hours: 8 a.m. - 10 p.m., Mon- Sat.
10 am - 10 p.m.. Sun

Now Delivering Full Menu
On Campus (11 a.m. - 7 p.m.)
Check fee menus in lobby of dorms.

•q.ft
arcadel

Buy 1 game at regular

623-0076

624-8110

October 18 & 19
Leigha Johnson & Tone Control
(60%, 70'*, 80's dance music)

m. - Midnight

weeks band:

Hasty Street

Bloody Mary Breakfast 11 a.m.

GOOD LUCK EKU
at [}ii(2)iMKB(S(^ooi)5cagi game!

1/2$FFW*9S!
1(125 \ml>erl\ \\;i\ • 624- 4444

Business Hours
Saturday »11 AM - Midnight

Hfeey Hour • 11 AM - 7 PM
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129 South First St

Full Restaurant
Full Bar
Open Daily
11 a.m. - midnight
Thursday $1.75 Well Drinks
Saturday $2 Pitchers
11 a.m. - 9 p.
Must be 18 to enter after 8 p.m
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CHEER

LLHULI.
Eastern cheerleading coach uses history of
wins to transform co-ed squad

Eastern cheerleaders like Amy Tumlnski, shown doing pushups at an Eastern home game earlier this
year, say their coach Dan Quick has helped transform their squad into a competitive team.

Cheerleading coach known
jbr intensity, desire to win
together.
"I know what they're capable
of and I want that for them,"
•Laughter and conversation fill Quick said.
tae air as Eastern's cheerteading
Quick does know what it
1 enjoys some pre-practice takes. He began cheering in
Dan Quick, head coach of high school and continued into
n's cheerteading squad, is college. He attended Eastern
watching "The Amazing briefly and transferred to Wright
fife." Practice is
State because
CBeduled
to
it was closer
Ijrjin in 45 minto home and
ute*; however, the
the school
S""up wants to
offered him a
:h and cheer
small scholdfffellow Eastern
arship.
student Andrew
At Wright
State
his
Juick walks
team placed
^JHind the room,
second and
while
at
Sand out of his
Morehead
See, unable to
State
ft lull. He dons a
—Stacey Daley
University
M T-shirt and a
Eastern cheerleader
his team took
Qfr of black
home
the
imon basketball
first place trosfiirts that fall
phy three
dttectly above his
times at the
Ipjees. His sneakess are nearly worn out, but national competition. He then
sssrn to match his personality,
earned a free ride to Hawaii for
trfluick is 28 years old and graduate school and to cheer.
cMms that most days he doesn't
Quick owns Matrix Gym in
5M it In 45 minutes the friend
Richmond along with business
4B& fade and the coach will partner Mark McTague. His
4Sferge. The camaraderie with days begin around 9 a.m. and
hhjteam will end and the drive end sometime between 10 p.m.
and midnight He helps prepare
■rperfectjon will take over.
^In practice he's not your both local teams and indepen, outside he is," said Stacey dent gymnasts for competiley,
a
junior
from tions.
On Tuesdays and Thursdays
lisonville. The intense praci help the members perform he travels to Pikeville and
• arid bring the team closer Greenup County to work with
B»siEU38A EHOLE
&mtributing writer

aSome coaches

won't yell at you
because they
want to be your
friend...

yy

|3th country fair
ouses groups
BjjAWE VWSON

■Motor

—Homecoming attendees will have the opportunity to visit near^50 booths at the annual Colonel Country Fair this year. The
65cnt, now in its 13th year, will begin immediately following the
{Jqmecoming parade Saturday and continue until the football
game begins at 2 p.m.
--•The fair, which is intended to serve as a gathering place for
alumni and die Eastern community, will be held in the Alumni
C&iseum parking lot on the side closest to the stadium. This
rear, the fair will feature booths from different organizations
{■eluding student and Greek groups as well as some local comsaunity groups and the university's colleges and departments.
^According to Carrie Davidson, assistant director of alumni
relations, the various booths range from holding raffles/fundraisers to providing literature and welcoming back alumni.
- "There will also be food at the fair from Roly Poly, Pizza
Klagia. Sonny's BBQ and EKU Dining Services," Davidson said.
Entertainment will include the Colonels' Walk and performances
■£the cheerleaders and dance team, Davidson added.

• there?
The following group* will
boothe at the Colonel
Pair Saturday:
.Finance and
Sy*M ""*'"" Systems
3 African America
StAfeba Delta Pi
. Delta
lOufccjun
PI
C

3K£-

3CXrt Student J
2! EKU Bookstore
•2 Btoegrass Rape Crisis
PchemMtn
IChenM-tryCkib

gCMOmega^

SS Cbrienen Student
30ubAnthropoto«i«
StCoiegeofArtsand
--Cofcv of Education
S Colonels for Christ
! Deka Omicron
;Deka Signs Theta

A

* Exercise and Spoils
Science
* Gamma Iota Sigma
•Golden Key
* Graphic Arts Society
* faser-Frsternity Council
(JPQ/rambdkaic
* Kappa Deka Pi
* Kappa Mu Epsilon
* Lambda Sigma
^Madison County Health
Department
* Madison Southern Belles
* MMAC
•NSSLHA
* Nursing Student Network
•Not the Usual Traditional
Students (NUTS)
* The Eastern Progress
* Richmond Younger Women
•ROTC
•Student Alumni
Ambassadors <SAA)
* Sigma Alpha Iota
•Sigma Chi
* Student Paralegal
* Women's Activist Group
•Zeta Phi Beta
•Roh-Poh•Ptea Magia
'Sonny's BBQ
* EKU Dining Services

cheerleaders, most of whom are
girls.
"In high school this is a
female-dominated sport, but the
rules all change once you get to
college." Quick said. "I would
say it is probably a male-dominated sport at this level." Eastern's
team has 11 men and nine
women.
"We would like to start an allgirls squad in addition to this
one," Quick explained. "It would
give girts who may not normally
have the opportunity to cheer in
college a chance. It would help
split our duties. They would also
compete like our co-ed team
does. Besides Morehead and
Louisville have one, it would help
us gain more talent"
Quick started last year as an
assistant coach of the Eastern
squad. When the head coach
position became available, he
decided it was the perfect opportunity. When asked in a word or
two to describe Quick, business
partner McTague and team
members alike gave the same
response: extremely competitive.
"He has single-handedly
formed us into a team that can
rival any other collegiate squad
out there," said Chad Lemon, a
junior from West Virginia.
Daley may have summed him
up best
"He's the perfect mix. Some
coaches won't yell at you
because they want to be your
friend, or they're always a pain,
but he knows the time and place
for each," Daley said.

Steva RichardsoiVProgrMt

Dan Quick, Eastern's cheerteading coach, cheered at both the high school and collegiate levels and won
a national championship with Morehead State University.

Hall decor reflects theme
BY MOHQAW CALDWELL

Staff writer
Homecoming is almost here
and the residence halls are getting into the spirit. Plans are
underway and ideas are
already in motion in preparation for the dorm decorating
contest. This year's theme is
"Reflections of the Past"
In Case Hall, representatives have not, as of yet, decided on an exact course of
action, but "Beauty and the
Beast" was one of the top bids.
Dupree's Hall Council
refused to give specifics, but
the council thinks its chances

are "pretty good " according to
council member Tyger
Cunningham. If the council
wins, it wants to use the prize
money to have a Thanksgiving
dinner for students who can't
go home for the holiday.
Clay Hall council president
Stephanie Allen said her
group's theme is basing its
"reflections" on "reflections of
Roy Kidd's victories," as is
ToddHalL
"We're really excited," Allen
said.
Todd residents plan to build
a small football field, incorporating Kidd's 300th win and
times when he played for

Eastern.
The hall council from
Walters is in a state of secrecy.
The only thing members
would reveal is that the decorations will be on the side facing
the baseball field.
Keene's Hall Council is taking the word "reflections" literally. Council members decided
to use broken CDs to make a
huge "EKU" on the lawn outside the building. Their plans
also include turning the volleyball court into a mock football
field.
When you hear the word
"big." think Telford Hall. While
the council wouldn't reveal

Homecoming 5K race
draws crowd for 25 years
BY CAMONDRA

Knsv

News editor
10 am. Saturday
Saturday, as Homecoming
race competitors cross the finish line, they'll also be marking
a milestone — the silver 25th
anniversary of this annual
homecoming event
The race will kick off at 10
am in the Model Laboratory
School driveway. After leaving
Model, participants will work
their way down Lancaster
Avenue, up Main Street (one
mile), around Baker Court,
down Summit Street (two miles).
past the Brockton Apartments,
through John Hanlon Drive
before finally finishing in the
Dizney Parking Lot
Awards will be presented to
the first place winners in the
men's and women's divisions, as
wel as the first place roUerbbd
er, whe Ichair participant and
first in each age group.
The age group divisions are
categorized at 55 and over, 4154, 26-40, 17-25 and 16 and
under.

Model Laboratory
School driveway

Last year, James Mutuse,
who finished at 14:53, made
the quickest course completion
time while the last time
clocked in was 43:07. Ten individuals did not finish the race.
Last year's race turned out
to be a success with 93 runners signing up, but the success of this year's race
depends on the weather,
according to John Jewel, director of intramural programs.
"We have advertised (the
event) a lot this year, but we
had a good day last year,"
Jewel said. "If we get a good
day we have a lot of people
sign up the day of the race and
if if s a bad day we have fewer
people."
Eastern's head track and

cross country coach Rick
Erdmann has been running in
the homecoming race and has
placed first in his age group, 55
and over, for several of the past
years.
"I like to compare myself
with younger runners because
when you get older it's really
difficult because it's a struggle
at that point — it's a struggle
now for me but I love to compete," Erdmann said.
Although only around 29
participants have signed up for
the race thus far. Jewel still
holds out hope more people
will register in the days to
come.
Registration is available for
$14 with a shirt and $5 without
a shirt. To sign up for the
event, students need to visit
Room 202 of the Begley
Building by tomorrow or sign
up from 8:45-9:45 am. in the
Weaver Building.
For further details about the
race, contestants can stop by
the Intramural Office, Room
202 in the Begley Building, or
contact Jewell at 622-1244.

details, it promises that its decorations will be visible from
Walters Hall and the traffic
light on Kit Carson Drive.
"People will want to drive up
the street just to see them,"
claimed Telford staffer Marcie
Hatfield. She did add that the
motto the council is working
with is "With a strong past we
can build a better future."
"We're going to win,"
Hatfield stated cheerfully.
With all the fantastic ideas
being proposed, the competition is definitely going to be
stiff. It's anyone's guess who
will take home the victory.

Check out
next week's
Eastern
Progress for

complete
coverage of
Roy Kidd's
last
Homecoming
game, the
halftlme
crowning
ceremonies
and all
Homecoming
and First
Weekend
events.
8
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This sports story from an October 1979 edition outlines one of football coach Roy Kidd's all-time favorite
games: an 8-6 win.

There's all the preparation
that goes into a normal football
game and then some: Workers
King and Queen candi- set up the football staffs headdates spend an entire day sets, scoreboards and lights,
getting ready for halftime of according to David Hepburn',
the football game. Student another facilities services
groups spend nights getting assistant director.
ready to showcase their
But Homecoming calls for
floats at the Homecoming more: Electrical workers must
get temppparade.
rary power
But there'*
and air conone group of
ditioning to
workers who litthe set-ups in
erally work overtime to get ready
the Alumnj
Coliseum
for Homecoming
— facilities serparking lot!
vices employees.
Custodians
take care of
There are a
lot of functions
all the extra
throughout the
tables and
week." said Rich
chairs needMiddleton, an
ed,
and
assistant direcgrounds
tor in facilities
crews are
services
—Rich Middleton
responsible
Middleton Assistant director of
for getting
said employees'
any extra,
Eastern's FaciHttss Ssrvtcss
roles range from
equipment to
Homecoming's
its place.
set-up to the
The bulk
clean-up, and
of it is in the
involve all the preparations in things that people don't see,"
between.
Middleton said.
For example, this week,
But when those crowds
their activities included all the have gone home and the cele"normal" Homecoming prepa- brations are over, workers face
ration, but workers also had to what Middleton calls the
set up Alumni Coliseum for biggest part of their work «•*
Tuesday night's Nappy Roots the cleanup.
concert and get ready for a
That's a big job after the
party at President Joanne game," he said. "People don't
Chaser's Blanton House.
realize." That's especially true
"In reality, the preparation since the Colonel Country Fair
for this begins weeks in keeps growing, and since more
advance," Middleton said.
people in Roy Kidd Stadium
One of the most important means more trash.
parts of that role is the amount
For Middleton and the workof work it takes to show off ers responsible, though, if s all
Eastern, Middleton said.
part of getting ready for one of
There's a huge effort to Eastern's biggest events.
make the campus a show"It's not something we.'
place," he said. The goal is to stress about." he said. "We like;
make alumni and potential stu- to see the activity. It's really;
dents visiting campus take routine for us."
notice.
Co^dDor
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Facilities time
behind scenes

From 1974 until 1997, Kidd put together an streak of
winning Homecoming games.

Ifs not some
thing we stress
about We like to
see the activity.
Ifs really
routine for us.
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Kidd remembers Ambassadors
favorite matchup work for alumni
tVBtTH
BY LEE CASWELL

Sports editor

Progress Me photo

Roy Kidd. Eastern's head football coach for
39 years, announced that he will retire at
the end of this season. Kidd said his best
memories at Eastern involve Homecoming
games — more specifically, a win over
Western in front of a record crowd.

Kidd a^omecomjng

29-8-1

won lost tied

This Saturday Eastern
Kentucky University head football coach Roy Kidd will coach
his
39th
and . final
Homecoming name. With a
reign that spanned nearly four
decades, coach Kidd has seen
his fair share of interesting
games.
In his first homecoming
game as coach in 1964 he suffered a 27-7 defeat at the
hands of Tennessee Tech. He
picked up his first homecoming win the next year, defeating Western Kentucky
University 28-12. In his first 10
years as head coach Kidd put
together a homecoming
record of three wins, six
defeats and one tie.
Coach Kidd went on an
amazing winning streak from
1974-1997. winning every single homecoming game during
this span. The streak was broken when Murray State defeated the Colonels 28-21 in 1998.
The Racers defeated Eastern
again in 2000, winning 24-22.
Overall Kidd has amassed a
homecoming record of 29-8-1,
and he hopes to add one more
win this Saturday versus
Murray State.
This is a must-win game
for us," Kidd said. "Murray
State is a good team."

Coach Kidd did say that his
favorite homecoming game
occurred in 1979 versus the
Western
Kentucky
Hilltoppers.
There's just been so many
games, its hard to remember
them all. but my fondest memory is probably of Western
when we beat them SS," Kidd
said. "We had about 25.000
people in the stands."
"We had them 86 towards
the end of the game, but they
got the ball and completed a
pass and we knocked them
out about the three-yard line
with just a few seconds left in
the game," Kidd continued.
They set up to kick a field
goal, and (cornerback) Danny
Martin got through there and
blocked the kick and we went
on to win the game."
The Colonels finished the
1979 season with a record of
11-2 and went on to defeat
Lehigh University 29-7 to win
Eastern's first Division I-AA
national championship.
Last season Eastern won
their homecoming game versus Tennessee Tech 34-10 and
defeated the Murray State
Racers at Murray's homecoming 21-13.
This Saturday the Colonels
will attempt to give Kidd an
even 30 homecoming wins to
retire with.

Glasser readies for first Homecoming
ing them with their ambitious
entire evening, but I do like agenda of trying to involve all
their music."
organizations on campus, not
This October holds a few
Glasser took Monday's just Greek life," she said.
firsts for President
holiday as a time to
Glasser, who was not yet in
Joanne Glasser. It
write speeches and office for last year's
marks her first year
chat
with
The Homecoming, had almost as
at Eastern; and is
Progress about issues many questions for students
the month of her
concerning Eastern's as they have for her.
first Homecoming,
campus.
"You know, I don't even
which includes her
In her not-so-busi- know where the parade
first homecoming
ness
attire,
an starts," she laughed.
garade, ball game,
Eastern sweatshirt
Though she believes each
alf-time crowning
and blue jeans, the event
during
the
of the King and
president said she is Homecoming week will be
Queen and her first Eastern
ready and looking for- spectacular, Glasser says she
time at a Nappy President
ward to "a weeklong is most looking forward to
Roots concert
celebration of the uni- meeting with the alumni on
Joanne
"I think I might Glasssr
versity."
Saturday.
stop by," Glasser said
"I've been working
"It's the first opportunity
of the Kentucky rap
with
Student for me to meet a lot of the
group's appearance
Development and alums that I haven't already
at Alumni Coliseum Tuesday. Student Affairs and support- met or had a chance to meet,"
Assistant news editor

"I don't think I will attend the

rjl

|L

aansssssssl

she said about Saturday.
Her one wish for the day is
to have good weather and a
"wonderful turnout of alumni
and students, faculty and staff
and community people to celebrate the university."
Of course, Glasser also is
hoping for a big win against
the Murray State Racers. She
mentioned the team's loss to
Eastern Illinois was "heartbreaking."
"You know everybody was
rooting for them, the coaches
were rooting for the players,
the players were rooting for
the coaches," Glasser said.
"If s just one of those things,
you just have to pick yourself
up and look forward to this
week. Look forward to
Murray."

Assistant copy editor

weekend will be on returning
alumni, Davidson said the
overall goal of the ambassadors is to "work with students past, present and future,"
The ambassadors serve as a
link between Eastern alumni
and current and prospective
students. Throughout the
school year, SAA activities
include traveling around the
state to alumni chapter events
and leading orientation tours
during Spotlight Days.
SAA members also work at
every home football game, and
Homecoming is no exception.
Ambassadors will work waiting

Members of Eastern's
Student Alumni Ambassadors,
a group involved in nearly
every major event on campus,
will be especially active on
Homecoming day.
Carrie L. Davidson, assistant director of alumni relations and co-adviser for SAA,
said the alumni ambassadors
are instrumental to a successful homecoming.
"They keep a very busy
schedule," Davidson noted.
Beginning at 8 a.m. Saturday,
the student
on spectators in
ambassadors
boxes, including
greet guests
the president's
and help staff
box.
an
open
Manning the
house held
information
before the
booth and proannual
viding informaparade.
tion, concesMembers
sions and anyescort float
thing else the
judges and'
box spectators
residence hall
might need are
judges, who
just another
make decipart of the
sions about
ambassadors'
which floats —Jessica Snapp
regular football
and dorms Student Alumni Ambassador
season responsireceive prizes
bilities.
for homecom"We work all
ing decorafootball
» the
t i o n • .
games," said
Ambassadors
Jessica Snapp, a
also prepare for the parade by junior pre-occupational therapy
helping staff place signs on major and secretary of the
vehicles participating in the SAA. "We serve the alumni al
parade
year long. Homecoming is a
When the parade gets time to get out, and to push for
underway, the ambassadors' alumni to come back to camwork is far from finished. At pus and shine."
the Colonel Country Fair, they
Snapp said Homecoming is
set up and staff booths for both a great opportunity for past
Alumni Relations and their students to return and re-live
own organization.
their memories. SAA members
These booths include buletin encourage all students and
boards featuring photographs alumni to take part in
from the uieviuus year's home- Homecoming aa well as the
coming. Throughout the day, many other activities sponstudent ambassadors take pic- sored by Eastern.
tures to be used at next year's
They're the goodwill
event
ambassadors for the universiWhile the main focus this ty." Davidson said.
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Homecoming is
a time to get out
and to push for
alumni to come
back to campus
and shine.

Look for more
Homecoming coverage
astern
Pr
Oct. 24
edition next week.

Accent

► N#xt Acc—rt
Are you ready for
Halloween? Do you
know how to decorate?
Carve a pumpkin? Tune
in next time, well give
some helpful tips.

The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com

Katie Weitkamp, editor
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Constructing new memories

IWvin Martin/ProgrMS
Michael Harrison, a member of Sigma Chi, walk* past "A Tribute to Roy KWd" sign that will appear on the PI Beta Phi, Sigma Alpha Epallon and Sigma Chi float. Roy Kldd is a common theme in this year's parade.

Organizations make parade memories
BY KATIE WEITKAMP

Accent editor

SheHy P«0y/Progr«M
J.T. Fritsche, a member of Sigma Chi, puts chicken wire around a
frame that will turn into a Colonel kicking a horse through a goal.

Float-making timeline
. Oct 4 Reservations for float entries and $35 most
be submitted to the Office of Student
Development by 4:30 p.m.
Oct 4-6 Preliminary planning of theme of float and
C. gathering of materials and finding a trailer and
Z truck that wW be used in the parade.
I Oct 9-11 Move trailers in to and begin construction
of floats at PhHNps Lighting Warehouse.
m

Monday to Wedneadey Continue construction and
£• planning of floats.
.-rThureday and Friday Frantic work and long nights
to finish floats, but with the entertainment of a DJ.
•-—
-•
8:45 a.m Line up of cars and floats begin.
». 8:45-0:30 a.m. Judging of floats.
1<fc06 ajn. Parade begins.

On Monday night, the fourth night
of Homecoming float building at
Phillips Lighting Warehouse, nine of
the 12 scheduled floats had their trailers and only three different organizations were working on their creations.
Most of the trailers were empty.
Some had plywood and 2-by-4 boards
cut, waiting to be put together. Overall,
the trailers looked empty, waiting to be
transformed into what will come
together in this year's Homecoming
parade.
"We have a committee that's worked
on it, picking out a theme and stuff,
and they've been working on it probably for about two weeks on and off,"
said Britta Smith, a member of Kappa
Delta Tau.
Despite the mandatory six hours
every member has to put in working on
the float, only a few people showed up
early Monday. This year is a little different for Kappa Delta Tau, whose
members are working on the float by
themselves. In the past they have
paired up with another organization,
helping them with the technical
aspects of their float.
"We have no idea (what it will look
like)," Smith said. "This year it's just
us girls working on it so hopefully it
will even stand. I think it's going to be
a Colonel stomping on the horse."
While Kappa Delta Tau members
were folding tissue paper, nailing wood
pieces together and getting an overall
feel for their float, the Student Social
Work Association was still working out
the plan for their float.
Sitting on an empty trailer, Traci
Boggs explained most of the concepts
their group had come up with were
already being used by other floats, and
they wanted to find new and creative
ideas.
She also said most work on the float
would happen on Wednesday, when
more of the approximately 10 people
working on the float would be able to
get to the warehouse and work.
Sigma Chi and Chi Omega teamed
up this year, and were already working
hard on their idea: a Colonel kicking a
horse through goal posts.
"It'll take a long time (to finish)."
said J.T. Fritsche of Sigma Chi, while
wrapping chicken wire over a wooden
figure that forms the base of the
Colonel on their float
"We're the winners right here," Josh
Cooper of Phi Kappa Tau said.
Phi Kappa Tau and Delta Zeta are
teaming up again this year. Their
float's theme is "Long live the Kidd."
"We're gonna have some football
helmets that are rival opponents, so it's
like everyone is lower than Roy Kidd."
Cooper said.
Delta Zeta and Phi Kappa Tau have
been working on the float since last
week. Cooper said he has always
enjoyed working on the homecoming
floats, but the actual construction of
the float didn't start until Monday,
when they finally got their trailer.

Kavtn Martn/Prograt*

Sue Ellen Smith, a member of Delta Zeta puts napkins through chicken wire to highlight the
words "Long live the Kidd." Smith and Josh Cooper, a member of Phi Kappa Tau, came up
with the Idea for the float. This is the second year the organizations have worked on the float.
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You'll have a
dedicated core of
about 10 people who
will come every day
and be really
helpful.
—-Josh Cooper
Member of Phi Kappa Tau

»
Delta Zeta and Phi Kappa Tau are
using one of the university's trailers
this year, but many other organizations
use trailers owned by members of their
group.
"A lot of people get their (trailers)
from people in the group, especially if
they come from a farming family, or
they know someone who has one that
they can use," Cooper said.
Cooper, who has worked as a housing framer, is helping with the technical aspects of the construction. The
team is working together to make a

throne, on which Kidd will be represented, out of wood and cardboard.
"You'll have a dedicated core of
about 10 people who will come every
day and be really helpful. And then
you'll have peripheral people who will
come and help a little bit," Cooper said.
Besides just building the float,
Cooper enjoys spending time with all of
his friends there, the ones in his fraternity and other organizations. He and
Fritsche said it's a great way to meet
new people and hang out with friends
who had been in the organization and
graduated.
Cooper and Sue Ellen Smith said
they love working on the parade floats.
This year they were excited about the
accommodations Student Affairs has
provided. A student DJ was hired to
entertain students working on the
floats early last week, yesterday, today
and tomorrow.
"I just think it makes a nicer atmosphere," said Jey Marks, co-chair of
Homecoming and coordinator of student activities and Greek affairs. "It's
better than having 10 boom boxes ...
It's just nicer to play music that just
about everyone likes."
The students working on the floats
were thankful for the DJ and the space
provided by the Student Affairs Office
and Phillips lighting Warehouse.
Tonight, all 12 organizations making
floats will be working hard until midnight. Tomorrow, the same routine, but
they must be ready for the parade on
Saturday morning. The hard work put
into the floats will be evident at 10:05
a.m. when the parade pulls out from
Alumni Coliseum's parking lot and gets
everyone excited about Roy Kidd's
final Homecoming game.

WhafsonTap
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TODAY

9 p.m.
"Sex Signals: A look at the cot
lege dating scene." part of the
Thursday Alternative Getaway
this week, will be held in the
Student Services Building
Auditorium.

PICK

FRIDAY
11 a.m.
As part of OkSOBERfest. a
month-long
observance
designed to raise awareness
about healthy lifestyle choices, a drunk driving simulator
will be set up outside the
Powell Building until 4 p.m.
today. Participants can set a
blood-alcohol level on the
simulator and see a virtual
image of what being behind
the wheel at that BAL would
belike.

SUNDAY
6-8 p.m.
The Diversity Office presents
study nights in the Student
Services Building, Room 442.
This event also repeats on
Monday nights at the same time
and place. Call Terrell Thorton at
622-6587 for more information.

Terrifying the masses

Haunted Forest offers scares for those who dare
Bv CttwsTH* CATHCAWT
What's on Tap eoHor

If s that time of year again:
time for carving pumpkins,
eating too much candy and
scaring the begeezus out of
people.
One of the many places
around town students can go
to get their adrenaline pumping— for a smaH fee, of course
— is the Haunted Forest and
Z-maze at Camp Catapia.
The Haunted Forest is a
winding trail through a wooded area on the edge on
Richmond. After dusk, guides
lead folks through several
scenes designed to cause terror in everyone. The walkthrough is interactive, with
people randomly creating
scenes throughout the trail.
The skits vary from a mad
doctor's office to an abandoned burial ground.
"We have chainsaws, but
they don't have blades," said
Erin Rosacker, program coordinator at the Richmond
department of parks and
recreation "So you could put
them on your skin — but we
don't"
Along with folks from the
Richmond department of
parks and recreation, members of Eastern fraternity
Lambda Chi Alpha, together
with the Kappa Delta and
Delta Zeta sororities, are vol-

Christina Cathcart, editor

TUESDAY

PROGRESS

11a.m.
A "Colonel Corn Roast" will be
held at Powell corner today until
2 p.m.
8 p.m.
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
will meet in the Jaggers Room of
the Powell Building.
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Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Christina
Cathcart at 622-1882
or by e-mail at
progress@eku.edu.

11 a.m.
The
Substance
Abuse
Committee
is
hosting
"Natural High Day," an interactive awareness program«
that includes giveaways,,
demonstrations and information on the dangers of alcohpj ,
abuse. The events will take*
place outside the Powell
Building until 2 p.m.
»,.
Women's Activist Group will. 2'
meet in the Powell Lobby. »,.C
7 p.m.
*
As part of the Autumn Voices J
series, Tom Thurman, filnY-'"'
maker and director of "tf
History of Basketball in '
Kentucky: Great Balls of Fire,**
will speak in the Grand'•'
Reading Room of the library.**/
Refreshments will be served.*-"^
9 p.m.
Pride Alliance will meet in tile
Combs Building, Room 427. '•"•»

u>

-■*

Jy

OO
Joah Farthing, an employee of the Richmond parks and recreation department, guards the>
entrance to on* of the scene* In Haunted Forest, which opens tomorrow night

unteers lor the event
"Basically, we're in charge
of scaring people," said Bee
Martin, 21. a member of
Lambda Chi Alpha. "People
get scared die most when they
dont see you coming."
After me 10-minute walk
through the Haunted Forest
visitors can go through the Zmaze, a pitch-black maze with
18 entrances but only one
way out

There's so many ways you
can go; if s a really long mase,"
Martin said. "I've seen some
people take an hour to an
hour and a half or as little as
15 minutes."
The entire event takes
most people about 45 minutes.
Rosacker said, depending on
how long K takes a person to
get through the maze. Those
who wish to skip the Z-maze
can take the "Happy Trail"

Are you a

Brokescholar?
search thousands of scholarships
worth over $3 billion
receive relevant scholarship
updates in your inbox
increase your success rate
through articles and advice
Check out our online edition's

Scholarships

channel

www.dailyfreepress.com/scholarships

around it
Brave souk can try to conrr the Haunted Forest and
Z-maze starting tomorrow
at 7 p.m. The event will be
available nightly until Oct 31.
Tickets cost $6 for adults and
$1 tor children 10 and under.
For more information and
directions, call the Richmond
parks and recreation office at
623-8753 or go to www.richmond.ky.us.

Come ,
f.

MOT

Music
Thursday
Night
)/ Bucket 0' Rocks
(5 beers $6) .

Around&About

Christina Cathcart, editor
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Scaring up spirits of Halloween past
Ghostwalk
educates,
entertains
B»BWWttlM
Stmf MTttSv"

Halloween it just around
the corner and so is this year's
Ghoetwalk at White Hall State
Park. The annual Ghostwalk,
which include* a play and
guided tour of the White Hall
historic site, is a cooperative
venture between the Eastern
theater department and
Kentucky State Parks.
White Hall was the home of
Cassius Marcellus Clay, an
outspoken slave emancipationist and minister to Russia.
Some people believe the mansion to actually be haunted,
even today, by several members of the Clay family.
;The Ghostwalk serves as
an educational haunted house
of sorts. According to Jeffrey
Biord-Dill, assistant professor
ajjd costume designer for the
theater department, the script
basically highlights die life of
Clay and his family.
Besides being known for
his many political ventures,
Clay's history is sprinkled
with titillating tidbits.
Xlay la known locally for
several duels as well as his
personal stormy life. In 1871,
Cfcy adopted a 4-year-old
Russian boy who was
rilmored to have been Clay's
child, sired out of wedlock.
When Clay was 83, he married
a-45-year-old girl; they
divorced a year later.
Those who are familiar
w)th Clay family lore can see

Photo submitted
Megan Gampher. a park and recreation administration major, helps
build the graveyard scene at Fort Boonesborough's Haunted Fort.

Hide & creep
Fits photo
Whits Hal is rumorsd to be haunted by the ghost of Cassius Maiostus Clay, an abolitionist who lived there
In the 1800*. GhostwsJk wl be fjertormed at White HaH by Eastem^etudents Oct. 22-24 and Oct 29-31.

stories they have heard all
their lives come alive.
"Those who aren't familiar
with the Clay family history
will be surprised by the scope
and importance of this family
and the effect they had on U.S.
history," Boord-Dill said.
The tour lasts for approximately one hour, with a new
tour starting every fifteen minutes. Each tour ends with
refreshments of cider and
cookies
Tickets are $8 and reservations are required. For more
information or to make reservations, call the theater
department at 622-1315 or
White Hall State Park at 6239178.

First Presbyttrtaa Charch (PCUSA)
330 W. Main St.
Phone: 859423-5323
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m
Sunday Worship: 11 a.m.
Weekly Bible Study: Monday. 10 a.m..
in the Church Parlor
Family Night Supper (weekly and
Reel) Wednesday, 6 p.m.. in the
Fellowship Hall.

M

Pint IMM Methodist Charth
401 West Main St.
Phone: 859423-3580
Worship Services: Sunday 8:15 a.m A
9.40 a.m. A II a.m.
Sunday School: 9:40 am
Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15 p.m.
(free to EKU student*))
Coffee House Saturday Night: 5JO
p.m. and Message: 6 p.m

Stg HHl Aveswr Christian
•129 Big Hill Ave.
>hone. 859423-1592 (office)
>hone: (59423-6600 (answering
Jnechine)
JSunday School: 945 a.m.
Monday Wonkip: 10:45 a.m.
ivensng Worship: 6 p m
jDn Wednesday, Christian Students
Serving Christ meets at 7 p.m. Call
The office at ttt of the nanben liated
«bove lor irariaportatooo to meetings

$aaft**rcinat
^461 TobianoOa Brookline Sob. off
<Jogg*a Lane
West side 1-75)
StsjtJ 9:30 am., 10:20 a.m.. 6p.m.
dConege BiNe Study: Wednesdays, 7
*m
Jtide: 624-2218 or 985-1924
OarAsfOsjrSawtMhT
5323 Lexsngtoa Rd. (US 25 N.)
y%ome 159423-1226
^Sunday wbrfhsjr. 8:30 am aad 11 am
'Adah CStatins 9:30 am
rcsaawtwry rtstowsfasp: Tuesday at
ri 1:45 at Powell Grill
^saaSCreasadAiiisitl) tfOH
IlTO Lancaster Rd.
IService tastes: Swaaary. 10:45 am
>sdneaday Faratry Night- 7 p m
JFor rides ormoieisuformetion call 859-623-4639

Plot Charch tf the
136 Aspen Ave.
Phew: 859-623-5510
Sunday School: 9 45 a.m.
Morning Worship: 10:40 am
Sunday evening: 6 p.m
Wednesday: 7 p.m
BsNe Study.
Youth, College* Career. Children s
rTOgfaVM

SC Stephen Catholic Newasaa tenter
405 University Dr
Phone: 859-623-9-400
Stasday Mass: 5 p.m.
Sunday Supper 6 p.m. (SI 00)
Inquiry classes lor becoming Catholic
Wednesday 7 p.m.
Newman Night for all students: Wed. 9

StThatst
12*5 Barnes Mill Rd
Phone: 159-62 3-7254
Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:45 am
CoMHiafnCeafy Wonftup: II

jPhtti
:i405 Barnes Mi«Rd.
-Phone: 859424-9*78
^Sunday School: 9:30 am
ZSaaasy wbrshstr IT! is, 10:45 am
:*6:30pm
! Wednesday Night Prayer aad cell
;tw»»:7»s*
OMwftOo*** activities. Fall

l35flWh#*n*atLaacBi rA**.
•59-623402*
1:30 am. 11am*

at* l IjW I | 6:13pm
'f-U* S.- 7:30 am at BSU Ceaser.

Jack s Creek Pike* U.S. 25 N
Tony Herald.
Phone 859-623-6*61
Swaday School 945 am
Sastday Woo**? Service: 11 am
Wednesday Service 7 pm
Wednesday Night Youth Meeting
pm. with food and
Eaajosssary BMc Preaching.
of Grace. I

BY CHWSTINA CATHCAHT

ArounMAbout editor

Amis Dunn, a music education and theater major, and Mtaheie Tuts, a
theater education major, recite their Knee for Ghostwalk.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
UfcMlaMrtM
505 Gen Lane (behind Recordsmith)
J-hone: 859425-5366
Junday school: 10 am
«un. Morning Worship: 11 • m
SW Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
^Wednesday evening: 7 p m.
JUdio Services: Weekday* «i I 30 p.m.
rpuWCBR IIIOAM
Via ride* ivailibie on or off campus.
.(Contact church * leave menage.)

Students re-create
feelings of doom at
Fort Boonesborough

Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. * 6 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer * Bible Study: 7
p.m
Transportation available
White Oak Pead Christian
(Disciples of Christ I
1238 Barnes Mill Rd. (at (Joggms
Lane)
Phone: 8594234515
Sunday Worship. 9 a.m. * 11 a.m.
Coffee Fellowship: Sundays. 10 a.m
Sunday School: 10:15 a.m.
Flight 7:07- a contemporary praise and
worship service, Sundays at 7:07 p.m
Monday Prayer Experience : 5:30
p.m.
Wednesday Dinner and Bible Study: 6
p.m
Unitarian-Universal!** Fellowship
209 St. George St.
Where religion and reason meet.
Adult service, youth program, and preschool care.
Sunday morning at 10:45
Family Night: last Sunday of the
month.
For more information, call 859-6234614 or 859426-9940.
trinity Charch PCA
315SpangkrOr.
(behind Pizza hut off the by-pass)
Richmond, Ky. 40475
Worship at 9:50 a.m.
Sunday School at 11:10 a.m.
Pastor Curt Gardner
Phone: 859424-8910
web page wildcatMue conVusers/trrmty
Catarrh af Christ
713 W. Main St.
Services Sunday BMc School 9 am
Sunday worship 10am.
Sunday evening 6 p m
Wednesday Bible School 7 pm
Colonels For Christ 9 p.m. Thursday
Powell Building
6234535

Have you ever been lost
out in the woods, vulnerable
and cold, waiting for the
boogeyman to attack at any
moment? Re-create that fond
feeling at the Haunted Fort at
Fort Boonesborough next
Friday night.
At 7 p.m., groups of
around 10 people lurk along
an interactive tour laced with
everything from camping to
graveyard scenes.
The event is staffed for the
sixth year by an upper level
recreation and park administration class. Twenty students from this class will provide the terror, bringing the

total number of volunteers to
80.
"It's more scary than
gory," said John McChesney,
a recreation and park administration professor. "Think
Hollywood horror."
The tour is somewhat
adaptable to attendees; families are generally grouped
separately from young adults
so scenes can be tailored to
younger children.
The tour will be almost
entirely outside and will last
for around 30 minutes.
Tour dates are Oct. 25. 26
and 31 at 7 p.m.-11 p.m.
Tickets are $6 for adults. $4
for children under 10. Call
McChesney for group rate
information.

I
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Colonels sweep Li
Volleyball finishes
homestand at 2-1
BY BHETT GIBSON

Assistant sports editor

Eastern's women's volleyball team split two games this
past weekend after being
defeated by Cincinnati on
Friday by scores of 30-15. 3014 and 30-21. Eastern then
won Saturday's game against
Lipscomb University in three
games with final scores of 309.30-21 and 30-23.
"We went into Friday
night's game with nothing to
lose and I really expected to
win but we just need to be
more confident in ourselves
that we can win," Kawa said.
On Friday Eastern took on
the Bearcats of Cincinnati in
game two of Eastern's homestead which started with the
match against Morehead State
on Tuesday. Eastern found
itself down early in game one
19-9. Cincinnati would then
make an 11-6 run to finish
game one with a final score of
30-15.
"I think it's their mentality
sometimes,'' said assistant
coach Katie Leaf. "1 think
sometimes they just wait to
see what the other team does
before they start playing."
Game two started out and
finished up with in the same
fashion as game one.
Cincinnati took over the contest and put Eastern away to
take a two game lead during
the match at 30-14.
"1 think we came out flat
and we didn't play very well,"
Leaf said. "Cincinnati was a
pretty good team and we didn't
really give ourselves a chance
to play with them at the beginning."
With Eastern down two
games for the match, they
would make a last-game effort
to keep Cincinnati from taking
a 3-0 win. Game three saw six
different lead changes in the
beginning of the game.
Eastern's efforts to get themselves back into the contest
were diminished as Cincinnati
went ahead 9 points to make
the score 24-15. Eastern would
then put up a small run of
their own but, Cincinnati
pulled off the win in game

uWe really didn't
play that well,
but when we
played
Lipscomb we
knew what we
had to do to beat
them.
—Marisa Kawa
Senior middle blocker

»
three with a final score of 3021.
Eastern was led by senior
Marisa Kawa with nine kills,
and followed by senior outside
hitter Becky Galati with seven
kills and eight digs. Liz
Guard's effort during the
Cincinnati game led to her tallying four kills and two solo
blocks. Sophomore Lesley
Aldridge ended up with five
digs and four kills for the
night.
Eastern's record falls to 610 on the year while Cincinnati
improve its record to 106.
With Cincinnati's game
behind the Lady Colonels,
Eastern took on Lipscomb
University on Saturday. The
match was the second meeting
between the two teams this
season; Eastern defeated
Lipscomb during their first
meeting through five games
on Oct. 3.
"We are starting to play
teams who we have played
before, and those games are
just as important, because we
know how they play and we
know what we need to do to
win," Kawa said.
After the Oct. 3 match, Kriti
Kuzma said she thought they
might have looked over
Lipscomb as a potential threat,
which caused the match to last
five games.
"We realized last time that
we shouldn't have been in a

Freshman setter Chrissy Isaac, left, and senior middle blocker Marisa Kawa attempt to block a ball during last weekend's home match. -

five-game
match
with
Lipscomb and they came out
ready to play on Saturday and
we wanted to beat them in
three games," Leaf said.
With Eastern fully aware of
Lipscomb's abilities, Eastern
wasted no time in making sure
they would come out on top
during their second meeting.
"We really didn't play that
well this weekend but when
we played Lipscomb, we knew
what we had to do to beat
them and we did," Kawa said.
Eastern won the first game
of last weekend's match by
holding Lipscomb to only 9
points.
"They just took care of

them at the beginning of the
game because they knew not
to overlook them again," Leaf
said.
Game two went much the
same way, with Eastern dominating Lipscomb by jumping
out to a 23-10 lead. Eastern
would finish off game two with
a 30-21 victory.
During the first season
meeting against Lipscomb, the
opposing team began to rally
in game three, taking games
three and four. In last
Saturday's contest. Eastern
kept Lipscomb from taking
over the match by making a 50 run, bringing the score to 1612 after Lipscomb led 12-11. As

the game progressed. Eastern
would hold up the stronger
side of the net, winning game
three 30-23.
Galati and Aldridge led
Eastern's scoring during
Saturday's match with 11 kills,
while Aldridge also gave
Eastern six digs. Kawa scored
six kills for the winning effort
along with Guard, who also
scored sue kills and two block
assists.
Eastern will be back in
action next weekend as they
travel to Tennessee Tech on
Friday and Austin Peay State
University on Saturday.
"I think we will play really
well this weekend against

Tennessee Tech and Austin;
Peay because we hare already
played then and we know how
to win against them," Duncan
said.
*
This weekend's matches
will mark the second meeting,
this season between the two
teams — Eastern defeated
both Austin Peay and
Tennessee Tech at home*
Eastern defeated Austin Peay
in four games during their first
meeting and swept Tennessee
Tech in a three-game victory."It's going in the right
direction and we're going to
start now on a winning streak'
that we hope will never end,*
Duncan said.

Men, women's cross country teams take
Colonels fall
in dramatic OVC Football Standings first place at Eastern Kentucky Invitational
School
OVC record
Overall
showdown
BY LEE CASWELL

Sports editor

BY LEE CASWELL

Sports editor

Two of the top teams in the
Ohio Valley Conference
squared off against each other
last Saturday afternoon in
Charleston. 111. The Eastern
Illinois Panthers and the
Eastern Kentucky Colonels
were ranked first and second
respectively in the OVC.
The Colonels were leading
8-6 late in the fourth quarter in
Eastern Illinois territory and
seemingly had the game in control when coach Roy Kidd elected to go for the endzone on the
fourth down. Eastern Illinois
had no more timeouts and
would have to drive 75-yards
downfield and score with just 43
seconds left in the game if
Eastern didn't reach the first
down marker. They didn't
The reason I elected to go
for it on fourth was because
they had come really close to
blocking an extra point earlier."
lOdd said. "I didn't want them to
block a field goal and run it
back for a touchdown."
Upon receiving possession of
the ball two-time All American
Tony Romo led the Panthers
down the field in an amazing
drive, completing several long
passes toward* the sidelines.
That was my fault." said
defensive coordinator Jim
Tanara. 1 made a bBtz cal ad
that pats ■» in nun coverage.
ROOM get* fcappy feet under
I was trying to
i to get him to make
bad throws.

"With aO the injuries in the
dary I shouldn't have

r~

Eastern Illinois
Southeast Mo.
Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee State
LrT-Maruti
Tennessee Tech
made that call," Tanara continued. "If we would have had our
veteran people back there I
would have had no problem
with it. but I shouldn't have put
our guys into that situation."
After several penalties on
both sides of tile ball. Romo and
the Panthers found themselves
on the eight-yard line with 2.4
seconds left on the dock.
Romo hiked the ball, found
every receiver covered and
decided to make a run for the
endzone. As he reached the corner of the endzone, he was hit
by sophomore defensive end
Chad Dewberry and knocked
out of bounds. The referee
ruled that Romo had held the
ball over the endzone just
before being knocked out-ofbounds.
It was a dramatic ending in
what was. to say the least, a dramatic game.
There were so many ifs in
that game it's unreal." Kidd
•aid. "we played weR enough to
win that game, we just made too
many mistakes, particularly on
offense."
Eastern quarterback Travis
Turner saw his best effort of

2-0
2-0
1-0
1-1
0-1
0-2
0-2

4-2
5-2
2-3
4-3
1-6
2-5
2-5

the season in the defeat.
Turner completed 11 of 21
passes for 198 yards and two
touchdowns. Receiver Andre
Ralston and tight end Antonio
Brooks were the recipients of
the touchdown passes.
Junior tailback Terry Ennis
led Eastern in rushing with 25
carries for 112 yards and a
touchdown. Sophomore tailback
CJ. Hudson was held at bay all
night, gaining only 64 yards on
16 carries.
Eastern will now have to win
the rest of their games and
hope that Eastern Illinois loses
if they are to have any chance in
post-season play. They could
also receive a bid and come in
as a wildcard. Last season the
Colonels finished 8-2 but did not
receive a playoff bid from the
NCAA I-AA committee.
"It's back to the committee,"
said Kidd. The only chance
we've got b to finish 8-3. We've
gotta win the rest of them."
The Colonels wffl attempt to
get an early start on that goal
this Saturday at home in their
annual homecoming game versus Murray State University, at
2 p.m.

The Eastern Kentucky men's
and women's cross country
teams swept the Eastern
Kentucky University Cross
Country Invitational this past
weekend at Arlington Golf
Course.
Eastern's men's team
remains undefeated on the year

at 180. Eastern's men finished
first with a total of 15 points in
the invitational. Morehead State
finished with 47 points and
Marshall totaled 75 points to
round out Division I scoring.
Berea and Cumberland colleges
also competed in the event
Senior Alan Horton finished
first overall on the 8.000-meter
course with a time of 25:53.3.
Senior Eric Van Ostrand fin-

Eastem's cross country member Phil Scott, right, ran in last weakana's meet at Arlington Country Club where Eastern took first place.

tM

ished fourth with a time of
26:33.5. Brent Reiter finished
seventh at 27:01.8 and was die
only other runner to finish In
the top 10 for the Colonels.
".'
"We need to get our fifth guy
up there with our top four
guys," said head coach RUB
Erdmann. There is too bid
disparity there when you haye
the first four guys finishing
within 30 seconds of each otSat
It's kind of disappointing that
our fifth and six guys are strut
gling for one reason or anowe
ex."
Runners Steve Mama. Git)
Gar man and Geoffrey Rutjo
also competed in the event far
the Colonels.
The Eastern women also fk>
ished first in the meet TiffaneJ
Cartwright finished second
overall on the 5.000-meter
course with a time of 18:14.4.
Molly Dattilo and Wendee
Embree finished third ami
fourth respectively with times af
18.18.4 and 18:26.2.
"Our girls are getting close
together and we have a couple
of injuries right now, so it
should get even better,*!
Erdmann said.
Erica Nichols and Laura;
Shutte also finished in the top
10 overall. Nichols placed fin*
with a time of 18:45.6 and Shutte
finished seventh at 1855.1.
~
Angie Lee, Allison Smith,
Beth Silvers. Shannon Tobias,
Julie
Norckauer,
KetUe
McCking and Tara Eldred alee
completed for the Lady
Colonels.
Next up for both teams is the
OVC championships and Hit
men's team and possibly the
women's team will be corapaing in the Pre-NCAA Invitations*
on Oct. 19inTerre Haute. IndC
„

I
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Eastern's baseball team enjoyed a couple of days outside last week
as junior catcher Phillip Robertson tagged a runner at home plate.

Gray team wins
Colonel Series
BY TYLER SUTTLE
AM

Pktm&on/Pmgrmt

Ban Staphans, toft, to standing next to hto parents Pat and Joni Stephens who are head coaches for the men's and women's golf team.

1

~ 's a 'family tradition'

BY TYLER SUTTIE

Spofts writer

For some families,
golf is an enjoyable
weekend escape
from daily life. For secondyear Eastern golfer Ben
Stephens, golf is not just the
family sport of choice, it's
the family business. His
father is Eastern men's golf
coach Pat Stephens.
"I think it's helped me
just knowing he was there,"
Ben said. "I understand it
has its ups and downs."
One would Imagine that
other members of the team
might exclude or push Ben
away, but he doesn't see it
that way.
"They accept me as one
of the guys on the team," he

ii

I think ifs helped me just knowing^
he was there. I understand it has
its ups and downs.
—Ben Stephens
Men's golf team

said. In the 12 hours per
week the team usually practices, Ben is just another
Eastern golfer. But what
about after the practice?
"It does carry over." Ben
said, referring to his playercoach relationship with his
father. Not only is Ben a golf

Colonel and his father Pat
the coach, but Ben's mother,
Joni Stephens, is the
women's golf coach.
We try not to carry too
much of it over," Pat said.
With so much of the
game in the family, some
may think Ben was forced to

play the game of his parents.
"My kids were never
forced to play," said Pat.
"It's hard to look at him as
coach. I tend to be more
critical of him."
There is, however, much
more to Ben than being a
member of Eastern's golf
team. Ben said he is a
Christian, which he expresses on campus through his
involvement in Fellowship
of Christian Athletes. Ben
also has a love for basketball
and would like to play for
the Colonels in that sport as
well. According to his father,
he's also a great big brother.
"I'm someone you can
come to talk to about anything," Ben said. "I love to*
sit and talk."

Lady Colonels place
fourth at home tourney
BY BRETT GIBSON

Assistant sports editor

The Eastern Kentucky
women's golf team hosted
their annual fall invitational last
weekend, taking the fourth
spot during the two-day event
Eastern carded a team score of
622 for the tournament with a
308 on Friday and 314 on
Saturday.
"It's more fun playing at
home because we know the
course, and it gives us a
chance to boost our confidence," said player Beth
VanHooee.
Eastern's score of 622 was
only six strokes off of Western
Kentucky, which won the tournament with a 616.
"We played really good golf
this weekend ," VanHoose said.
"But we came really close to
winning. If each player could
have took off two strokes then
it would have been ours."
Thompson led Eastern
tying for eighth place with a
score of 71 on Friday and 80 on
Saturday. Kelly Flynn and
Brittany Rodgers followed
Thompson in scoring by tying
for 17th place with a total score
of 156. Frynn carded a total of
78 on both days, while Rodgers
shot a 79 on day one and 77 on
the following day.

V

"If we all can play together
as a team then we will win the
OVC tournament this year,"
Tamara Thompson said.
Jennifer Sullivan pulled in a
total of 161, and Leah Larkin
tied for 38th with a two-day
total of 163.
"I was really pleased with
our performance this weekend," head coach Joni
Stephens said. "They work
really hard in practice and it's
going to pay oft"
Eastern had five individuals
who participated in last weekend's home event. Brittainy
Klein shot 159 and VanHoose
finished off with a 163.
Meranda Cody totaled a 170
while Lindsay Jorday carded a
177. Sarah Huff finished off
Eastern's individual scoring,
shooting a total of 192.
"If we all play consistent and
work really hard on our game,
then there is now doubt we will
win the OVC," Thompson said.
The women's golf team win
be back in action next week as
they travel to Waynesville, N.C.
to compete in the Great
Smokies
Intercollegiate
Tournament
"With all the hard work my
girls are putting forth I think
we have a really good shot at
having a really great season,"
Stephens said.

Sports writer

Baseball in October brings
to mind major leaguers battling
in the World Series.
College baseball is for
spring and summer. The
Colonel series proves otherwise.
The Eastern baseball team
held their fall scrimmage over
the weekend with the Gray and
Maroon teams facing off
against one another. The Gray
team took the first contest 8-3,
belting out 13 hits in the first
game.
The Gray team was led by
junior
outfielder
Josh
Anderson, who went 3-4 with
two doubles and two stolen
bases. Anderson led off with a
double and managed to steal
third.
Anderson then scored on an
error to give the Grays a lead it
would never relinquish. Gray
starter Brian Engle pitched
four innings with three strikeouts for the win. Eric Anthrop
came in to relieve Engle and
allowed no runs for the
remainder of the game.
Game two saw more Gray
team power as it pulled out a 74 win. The end of the first
inning saw the teams tied at 2,
but the Grays took control in
the second. The Gray pitcher
gave up no runs after the first
while grabbing three strikes
and the win. Offensively
Anderson, Robbie Price and
Brett Bolger each had two hits
and combined for four runs
and three RBIs.
Eastern baseball coach
Elvis Dominguez was extreme-

ii

We haven't
decided who's
playing here
and who's
playing there
because they
are all equal.
—Elvis Dominguez
Head baseball coach

»
ry pleased with the team in the
first two games.
"I think we've done sensational, especially since we have
so many new additions to our
squad," Dominguez said.
Coach Dominguez also
commented on how much
more athletic this team is, compared to previous Colonel
baseball squads.
"For the first time in a while
we have a competition at every
position," Dominguez said of
his team. "We haven't decided
who's playing here and who's
playing there because they are
all equal."
The Colonel series resumes
at 3 p.m. today at Turkey
Hughes Field when the Gray
and Maroon teams meet again.
As part of the Homecoming
festivities, an Eastern baseball
alumni game and homerun
derby will be held Sunday.

Nave ii sports lip?
Call the Progress Sports
I)(M)artni(Mil at
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Junior Brittany Rodgers scopes out a putt during the women's Fall
Invitational Tournament at Arlington Country Club last weekend.
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GettTrV Nappy
Concert
fills up
Alumni
Tuesday
BYQMAVAU

Assistant nevrs editor

People said it couldn't be
done ... a rap group from
Kentucky? "Aww naw." Filling
Alumni Coliseum? "Hell naw."
But Tuesday night proved
that both could be done ... "vail
went up and done it"
Nappy Roots, a rap group
developed at Western Kentucky
University and signed to Atlantic
Records in 1998, has become a
household name thanks to hits
ike "Aww Naw," and the recent
"Po' Folks" which has gained the
No. 3 spot on MTV's Total
Request Live."
Thousands of tickets were
sold, making it one of the highest attended concerts at Eastern.
Students waited in the rain for at
least an hour before the concert
began.
Neil Piercy, 19, a sophomore
from Louisville, said he camped
out in front of Powell before the
tickets went on sale and waited
in fine nearly an hour and a half
to get his seat
This general seating section
~ you know, I had to get a good
seat" he said from his spot in the
first row.
Nappy Roots' Ron Clutch,
another Louisville native, said
being in the middle of the country was good for the group, in
the sense that "we get a taste of
everything."
"We were all influenced by
different people," Crutch said.
"We got good musk in church.
And we each got brothers and
sisters, we come from strong
families with mom and dad or
just a mom. They brought us up
right."
The six rappers include StiDe,
Clutch. Skinny DeVille. R.
Prophet, Scales and Big V. who
each bring a "balance to Nappy
Roots," according to Clutch.
On the stage were the six rappers and two bales of hay.
According to Brandee Petrey,
director of special programs, the
hay was requested along with
200 chicken wings (mild and
hot), fried chicken, fried fish and
shrimp, potato salad and lots of

Big V, front, B. Stille. at left and Scales, right, perform at the Nappy
Roots concert Tuesday night in Alumni Coliseum. The group, which

The Kentucky boys were glad
to be back in the home state, but
Stole said the thing that has been
moat rewarding for him in all his
successes was talking to at-risk
lads in the Cincinnati area
"You know, Idas respect firemen and policemen and they
look up to them, but when we
got on that stage, six rappers
from Kentucky, it was amazing,
all the eyes were on us," Stille
said. "I don't look at it as fame
but I look at it as being very

formed at Western Kentucky University, has been together since the
late 1990s.

Above, Nappy
Roots handpicked audience
members to join
them onstage during their song
"Aww Naw."
At left R. Prophet
and B. Stale paid
homage to late
artists Tupac
Shakur and the
Notorious B.I.G.

As for fame. Sept 16 was proclaimed Nappy Roots Day by
Gov. Paul Patton, who made
each member a Kentucky
Colonel
According to Clutch, Nappy
stands for "keeping it real" and
respect.
"Hopefully that day will be
f"ng"fa»d world-wide one day."
Clutch said, "But every day is
Nappy day. you should be Nappy
every dayT

Skinny DeVille, above, is one of the six Nappy Roots members who
came back to their home state Tuesday night

Photos by Kevin Martin/Progress
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